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SANTA FE, N.

VOL. 42.
take prompt steps

GOVERNOR TO

anas rights.

INVESTIGATE
Chief Executive of Mississippi
Leaves for the Gulf Coast
Today

TWOSTATESMAYCLASH
Lousiana Complains That Troops Have
Invaded Its Territory and Used
Armed Force.
New Orleans, Aug. 2. The total cas
es of fever to noon of August 2d were
347; the total deaths to date, 71;
new cases today, 1; deaths today, C.
The yellow fever situation in the south

is not so favorable today, the high
temperature and me heavy rains in
New Orleans, the center of infection,
not only producing an unfavorable
climatic condition but undoing much
that has been accomplished in the
last 24 hours in tlie way of filling gutters, cisterns and ponds and making it
necessary lor this work to be done
over. There are no new developments
today in the controversy over the alleged invasion of Louisiana by the
Mississippi troops guarding the iron-tieArkansas as well is using
militia men as quarantine officers and
has stationed them at various points
to prevent the landing of people from
the infected districts.
Navai Reserves Are Ordered Out.
New Orleans, Aug. 2. Governor
Blanchard today. Issued orders to Captain J. W. Bostwlck, in command of
the Louisiana naval reserves, to proceed with sufficient force to Lake
Bogne Canal and adopt measures for
the protection of Louisiana fishermen,
citizens and boatmen. Captain Cost
wick today made a report to the Gov
ernor by wire, that armed Mississip-pianhad been crossing the Louisiana
line and that Mississippi launches had
been interfering with traffic in Lake
Pontchartrain and capturing schooners; that they have stopped fishing in
Lake Bogne and that traffic in Lake
Bogne Canal has been interrupted.
Governor Vardaman
Declines
to
Make Any Statement.
Jackson, Miss., Aug. 2. Governor
Vardaman left here today for the Gulf
coast to make a rigid investigation of
the complaint of Governor Blanchard,
of Louisiana, that Mississippi troops
have invaded Louisiana territory and
are patrolling ithe district near Lake
Rigolets. Governor Vardaman declined
to make any statement in advance of
his Investigation.
Clash Between States Seems Immi-

to

protect Louisi

Hot Weather Causes New Cases
New Orleans, Aug. 2. With a
large
increase in the number of new cases
during the past twenty-fou- r
hours, the
fever situation was not so favorable
as it has been thought. The intense
ly warm weather is thought to have
been partly responsible for the in
crease in cases.
Case of Fever Causes Stampede From
Shreveport.
Shreveport, La., Aug. 2. Barney
Tracy, a traveling man of Chicago, is
in the detention camp just outside the
corporate limits of this city suffering
from yellow fever. There are no other
cases in the detention camp nor any
cases in the city. The infection has
been traced directly to New Orleans,
although Tracy spent but a few hours
in that city. When the existence of
the disease at the doors of the city
became known today through an of
ficial diagnosis there was almost a
panic, several hundred people leaving
on outgoing trains.
Yellow Fever Case in Montgomery
Pest House.
Montgomery, Ala., Aug. 2. It is officially declared that a case of yellow
fever is at the pest house here.
MRS CLARENCE MACKAY'S CAMPAIGN

s

nent.
Memphis, Tenn., Aug. 2. A special
to the Commercial Appeal from Baton
Rouge, La., says:
"A clash between the Mississippi
and Louisiana authorities over the
quarantine regulations is imminent, A
private dispatch was received in the
city today stating that Mississippi soldiers, employed as quarantine guards,
had invaded Louisiana with arms and
that boats were patrolling the mouth
of Rigolets Lake and Pearl River, off
the Louisiana coast, to prevent Louisiana boats from leaving.
"Governor Blanchard directed Brigadier General Ferraliat, of his staff,
and Captain J. W. Bostwick, commanding the state's naval militia, to InvesGovernor Blanchard also telegraphed Governor Vardaman of Mississippi: "Have reliable information that
Mississippi quarantine guards, armed,
crossed over to the Louisiana side at
Pearl River. I do not believe this was
on orders, but was thoughtless conduct merely of a few. To obviate unfavorable comment and friction please
give orders that your guards remain
on their own side of the line."
President of State Board of Health
Reports to Governor.
Late this
afternoon
Governor
Blanchard received the following telegram from President Souchon, of the
state board of health:
"A patrol boat of the state of Mississippi patrolled Lake Bogne and
after prohibiting the fishermen from
fishing in the lake is now guarding the
exit of Lake Bogne canal, preventing any boat from coming out.
"This is an unwarrantable usurpation and invasion of Louisiana waters
and our attorney advises me to ask
you to wire proper authorities In
Washington and at once to intervene
or to take matters In hand yourself."
Governor Blanchard then telegraphed Governor Vardaman of Mississippi:
"Have information Mississippi patrols have forbidden fishermen from
fishing in Lake Bogne and is now
guarding the exit of Lake Bogne
canal, preventing boats from coming
out Is this by your orders, or of those
of health authorities of your state? No
such state of affairs can be tolerated.
You have a right to prohibit boats
landing on Mississippi shores, but not
from navigating lakes, sound and gulf
channels, which are navigable waters
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Millionaire

Society Leader of Roslyn
a Reformer
For School Director.

Enters Politics as

New York, Aug. 2. Not only the
men, but practically all the women of
the beautiful little 'town of Roslyn
turned out to vote at the school election today and when the returns are
counted tonight they are expected to
show the election of Mrs. Clarence
Mackay as a member of the school
board by a splendid majority.
Some
time ago Mrs. Mackay began to take
an interest in the village schools and
as a result of her investigations she
concluded that some radical changes
in management and methods would be
a benefit to the community. Forthwith
she began to neglect her duties as social leader of the millionaires' colony
at Roslyn and entered upon a vigorous
campaign for the office of school commissioner.
For a month or more she
has addressed public assemblies, aired
her views through the village press,
button-holevoters in the streets and
otherwise waged a campaign after the
manner of the most practical ward
politicians. And despite the opposition
of the old members of the board it appears practically certain on the face
of the early returns that the affairs of
the Roslyn schools during .the ensuing
year will be conducted according to
the views of the beautiful wife of the
young millionaire.
d

PEACE CONFERENCE
M.

TO BE SHORT.

Witte States That Japan's
tions Will Be Entirely Too

Condi-

New York, Aug. 2. A staff correspondent of the Herald, on board the
steamer Wilhelm der Grosse, sends
his paper the following dispatch by
wireless telegraphy: "M. Witte, the
Russian envoy, said on Tuesday night,
'I am afraid that peace negotiations
will be ended within a week, as the
Japanese conditions will be so intolerable as not to admit of even a discussion." "
Gen. Linevitch Says Army is in No
Danger.
St. Petersburg, Aug. 2. General
Linevitch has telegraphed to the emperor under date of July 25, denying
the frequently published reports that
his army was completely surrounded.
He says that the army has never been
in a dangerous position. The flanks
have never been turned, although the
Japanese sought to do so.
"The Japanese who are some distance from our principal positions,
having failed to approach them," the
general adds. "The morale of the
troops inspires me with complete confidence that the army is ready for any

Northern Pacific and Great North
ern Railroads Out of
Business

Washington in Connection
With Investigation of
Cotton Leak

In

ONLYONETELEGRAPHER HAD GONE TO EUROPE
Hyde Left Very Sudden

Long,

shoremen at San Juan Collide
With the Police Force.

ly

But is Recalled by a Very
gent Cablegram.

Ur-

St. Paul, Aug. 2. The strike of the
Washington, D. C, Aug. 2. In an
a
to John
cablegram
telegraph operators of the Northern swer to
the
former
chief
Pacific and the Great Northern Rail- Hyde,
slatis
way Systems today settled into wnaf lician of the department of agri
promises to be a long drawn out con- culture, urging him to return to this
test between two ot the largest rail- country, Secretary Wilson today reroads of the west and a combination of ceived the following dispatch
from
employes who claim to have the pow Mr. Hyde: "Southampton, England, reer to tie up the money making end of turning as soon as possible, letter."
these two roads so that the companies
Hyde's Leaving Was Suspiciously
will be willing to grant their demand:.
Quiet.
At strike headquarters telegrams were
Washington, I). C, Aug. 2. Mr.
irriving by the score from every point Hyde left Washington about the time
ilong the two systems from loyal lie special jury was conveyed to inunionists, stating that every one to vestigate t lie charges of the leakage
a man lias gone out and mat a com in the bureau of statistics by which
plete tie up was effected. Presidenfi it was alleged that Edwin K. Holmes,
I'rham said today: "There is nothing lie former associate statistician, furto say now except that we have :i nished advance information
of tne
till fledged strike on our hands and department figures on the cotton crop
that so far as our reports go every to New York brokers.
When Mr.
man is out on both lines." When Hyde resigned as chief of the bureau
asked on what basis he would be wili he agreed to hold himself ready to
ng to call off the strike lie would only aid the department in the investiga:ay: "Wo are in a peaceful and aniic- - tion it is making. He took passage for
ibie mood and will be reasonable. It Europe a tew days later and his deJ. .1. Hill will talk business and meet, parture was not known until he was
my proposition fairly we will settle. beyond the jurisdiction of the federal
We have now !)) men out on the authorities, who wanted
him as
Great Northern road and 1,100 on the witness before the grand jury.
Northern pacific."
Strike Order .Generally Obeyed by
SURROUNDED
i

WITH MYSTERY.

Telegraphers.

Helena, .Mont., Aug. 2. Dispatches
from Montana points indicate that the
strike order was generally obeyed by
the telegraphers on the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern Railroads.
The entire Rocky Mountain division
of the Northern Pacific is reported tied
up by the strike.
Wen Claim Walk-ou- t
is Perfect. .
Spokane, Wu., Aug. 2. On the
Spokane division of the Great Northern and the Idaho division of th"
Northern Pacific all the operators except the dispatchers are out. The
men claim that the walk out is absolutely perfect, only admitting one nr.Mi
at work at Pasco, on the Northern Pacific and claiming every man out on
the Great Northern.
Burlington Flyer is Stalled.
Butte, .Mont., Aug. 2. Train number fi, known as the Burlington flyer
and running over the Northern Pacific
tracks west of Billings, is reported
lied up at a point about 2ij miles east
of Butte as the result of the tele-

graphers' strike.

Casualties Result From Strike at San
Juan.
San Juan, P. R., Aug. 2. As the outcome of the
strike for
an increase of wages, which has been
in progress tor a month, the greater
part of San Juan was tinder control
of a mob between seven and nine
o'clock hist night. The police, armed
with rifles, finally secured order but
not until one man was killed and forty
injured, three or four fatally. The police number only one hundred and
are expected today. The
mob numbered one thousand, most of
w .ora were armeu.
50,000 Bridge Workers May Go Out.
New York .Aug. 2. In all probability there will be, says the World today,
a national strike against the American
Bridge Company. Should this strike
ue called more than 50,000 men will be
involved.' The workers attribute the
trouble to the alleged employment ot
men by ine Boston Bridge
Company.

Death of Miss Georgia Zimmerman at
Albuquerque Has Puzzling
Points.

Smith-Premie-

WILL

SUPPORT PRINCE CHARLES.

William Will Use His,
to Seat the Denmark
Noble on Throne of Norway.

Emperor

non-unio- n

San Francisco, Cal Aug. 2. A special to the Call from San Diego says:
"From an official source it is learned
that in substance the report of the
Bennington court of Inquiry will find
that boiler "B" of the Bennington exploded, not because of an unusually
high pressure but because the metal
crown sheet and the bolts holding that
crown sheet were "dead" and had lost
nearly all their tensile strength by
reason of constant use and a failure
to renew them during the past twenty
years. The court will not censure the
officers of the Bennington, but will
pass up the matter and the responsiPORTIUNCULA PROCESSION
AT NOTRE DAME, IND. bility to higher authority."
2.

Represent-

ative colored men of Indian Territory
assembled in convention here
for the purpose of organizing to promote statehood, and to get colored
delegates elected to whatever conventions hereafter have .to do with making the laws that shall govern the territory. The convention will be in session for several days and will exhaustively discuss ways and means
for protecting the constitutional rights
of the negro race when the new form
of government shall be introduced.
to-da- y

Notre Dame. Indiana, Aug. 2. The SLIGHT ACCIDENT ON
Church of the Sacred Heart was
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
crowded this afternoon at the opening
of the annual procession of the
Santa Fe Central train. No. 2. from
This service, which Is held the south, due here at 4:30 this afteron this date each year, will continue noon, met with an accident at Bianca.
all night and all day tomorrow, clos- a small station seventeen miles north
ing at sundown tomorrow evening. of Torrance, about 11 o'clock this
The Church of the Sacred Heart Is one morning, which delayed the train sevof the United States."
of the few churches 1n America not eral hours. A bolt In the engine was
Governor Blanchard also telegraph- maintained by the Franciscan order in broken, but nothing of a serious naed President Souchon that he would which the procession Is held.
ture resulted.
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SUEZ CANAL
INSIGNIFICANT

United States Deputy
Surveyor
Glenvllle A. Collins, and his assistant,
William Wakefield Corbet, have re- Beside the St. Mary's "Soo"
turned from an official survey of fracBetween Superior and the
tional townships numbers one, two
Other Lower Lakes
and three, range 37 east, in Roosevelt
County, which townships are on the
eastern boundary of the Territory.
About sixty sections were surveyed; BUSIEST IN THE WORLD
the work lasted nearly four weeks,
and New Mexico was the gainer of a
few sections of land thereby. Quite a The Amount of Traffic Over This Great
Water Way is Immeasurably More
number of new settlers are in the strip
surveyed and more are arriving right
Than That of Any Other.
along. These people have homestead-e160 acres each, and the public land
Sault Sainte Marie, Mich., Aug. 2.
contained within the three townships
named has been taken up by home- With the citv crowded with thousands
steaders and setilers, with the excep of visitors, and with hundreds of yards
tion of probably about twenty quarter of bunting flying in the breeze from all
sections. This means that there are the buildings on both the American
nearly 150 new settlers there. The and Canadian sides of the SI. Mary's
outlook for abundant crops this year River, a salute at sunrise from the
Is very good. There has been more guns of the government ships in the
than sufficient rain so far, and Mr. harbor opened the two days' celebraof the openCollins believe that the crops are safe, tion of the
nese consist principally
of kafflr ing of the St. Marys ship canal, which
corn, milo maize, alfalfa and vegeta- - connects Lake Superior with the lowdes. Water is had at from 250 to 300 er lakes. More traffic passes through
feet, and many wells have been dug. this canal than through any similar
It is raised by means of wind mills, waterway in the world. The business
there being a good many in use and of the Suez Canal is hardly more than
the tonnage of this canal.
the wind movement being more than
The first day of the celebration was
sufficient to keep them busy many
hours of the twenty-fou- r
in each day. devoted to naval and military parades
The soil is fertile and considered good and a reception by Governor Warner,
second class by the surveyor.
The of Michigan, to the distinguished
settlers, so far, are mostly from Texas guests, among whose number is inand Oklahoma and appear to be hardy, cluded Vice President Fairbanks. Tog
economical and
people. night there will be a magnificent disWork on what is called "the Santa play ot fireworks. Tomorrow the comFe cutoff," the Eastern Railway of memoration exercises will be held and
New Mexico, at Texlco, has begun in addresses will be made by distinearnest, and over four hundred men guished guests.
are employed on the grade from Tex
Preparations for the celebration,
lco west.
There are more than one which is to' continue over tomorrow,
hundred teams engaged, and the num- have been in progress for nearly a
ber of men and teams is increasing year. Substantial appropriations were .
rapidly and just as fast as they can made by the federal government and
be obtained.
It is nearly a tangent the state of Michigan, together with
miles the marine interests of the great
from Texico for one hundred
west through Roosevelt and Chaves lakes.
miles out
counties; the first thirty-fivThe History of the Canal.
of Texico are absolutely a tangent and
by Michigan in 1855, the
Completed
a bee line due west. The construction
was transferred to the
Canal
Soo"
not
be difficult, as the
work will
Government in 1870, has
United
States
ground Is as level as a floor, with very been widened and deepened several
few arroyos to interfere with the
times and ia now immeasurably the
grade or to compel bridge building. busiest of all the world's artificial wa
The town of Texico is rapidly increasterways. The traffic by way ot tne
ing in population and business impor- "Soo" canals, American and Canadian,
tance. Quite a number of new build for the seven and a half months of last
ings are going up and it is bound to year, in which the ice was absent and
be a place of much business activity,
they were open to navigation, was
being the junction point on the Pecos
net tons, 27,000,000 of which
Valley and Northeastern with the was through the American canaf.
Eastern Railway of New Mexico.
The "Soo" Canal lias had industrial
and sociological consequences for the
112 FEET OF GOOD WATER.
country beyond calculation. By opencommunication being through-wate- r
The Well Being Dug by the Santa Fe tween Lake Superior and the lower
lakes and the Atlantic seaboard, by
Railway at Willard Down to 152
wav of the Erie Canal and the Hud
Feet Supply Inexhaustible.
son, it has developed the vast mineral
to the wealth of the Lake Superior region,
S. B. Grimshaw, assistant
convenient
president and general manager of the has furnished a cheap and
of grain,
for
communthe
outlet
transportation
Santa Fe Central, received a
east
ication this morning from Willard, flour and other products to the
build up
to
has
to
helped
and
well
Europe,
dug
the
which stated that
being
centers at
by the Santa Fe Railway at that place great industrial and other cnicago,
points,
was down to a depth of 152 feet, and Duluth, Cleveland
toward
contributed
materially
and
has
Contin
water.
feet
of
contained 112
uous pumping for six hours at the rate giving the United States its primacy
of 172 gallons a minute failed to lower in the production of iron, steel and
the level of the water. This is grati- copper.
fying .results to the people of that section, and demonstrates that the supply
JULY WAS CLOUDY AND COOL.
of water at a few feel, below the surface is plentiful. More wells will be A Total Deficiency in Temperature of
dug in the near future and pumping
Almost Ninety Degrees Many
plants for the irrigation of that fertile
be
will
installed.
country
The month of July just past was
SUICIDE IS FEARED.
considerably cooler than the average
July at Santa Fer the mean temperaMayor Belcher of Patterson Is Miss- ture having been 66 degrees, against
ing and Friends Believe He Has
an average for the past thirty-tw- o
Taken His Own Life.
years f 68.9 degrees. The maximum
temperature was recorded on July 12,
Patterson, N. J., Aug. 2 Mayor when the quicksilver In the thermomeBelcher, of this city, has not been ter went up to 85 degrees. The miniseen nor heard from since yesterday mum was 48 degrees on July 3. The
afternoon and his friends fear he may greatest daily range was 34 degrees on
have committed suicide. Mayor Belch July 4, and the least range 7 degrees,
er has been worried by the Investiga- on July 22. The mean atmospheric
tion of certain collateral he had given pressure was 20.86, on July 9; the
for loans, and the rerort by the state highest 30.13, the lowest 29.49, on July
banking department that the signa 1. The precipitation was 1.98 Inches;
hires nn nart of this collateral had the greatest precipitation for any
been forged.
hours .99 of
twenty-fou- r
an inch on July 21; the deficiency In
precipitation for the month was .7 of
ROCK ISLAND TRAINS
DELAYED BY WASHOUTS. an Inch; the excess of precipitation
since January 1, Is 2.52 inches. The
wind was
All westbound trains on the Rock prevailing direction of the
total veIsland were late yesterday and today. from the northeast, with a
miles
6.4
or
per
4
786
of
miles,
10:38
locity
Train No. 11, due at Torrance at
ar- hour. The maximum velocity was 30
not
has
yet
morning
yesterday
on July
rived at that point. The train of to- miles per hour, from the east,
were
recorded,
8.
Two
days
cloudy
day, due at the same time, has been
and fifreported nine hours late. The prob fourteen partly cloudy days
.01
which
on
Days
clear
teen
days.
trains
one
of these
abilities are that
ocmore
or
an
precipitation
inch
train of
will be annulled and that
curred, thirteen. Hail was recorded on
will handle all the traffic.
were
1

one-thir-

d

hard-workin-

e

Special to New Mexican.
Albuquerque, Aug. 2. Much mystery still surrounds the
of Miss Georgia Zimmerman, of
San Francisco, who was found dead in
bed yesterday morning at her room in
the Garcia block on West Railroad
Avenue. Morphine poisoning was pre
suniably the cause of death. That the
girl suicided, there is no doubt, as she
left letters for the disposal of her
trunk, one to her mother and one to
G. E. Hancock, whom she claimed was
a cousin. Hancock is the western
r
agent of the
typewriter
and had been in the city from his Den
ver headquarters just one day. He left
for Denver on No. 8 Monday night and
it is known that it was against the
girl's wishes that he left.
The authorities will not dlvujge the
contents of the letter left to Hancock
by Miss Zimmerman, and nothing is
given out as compromising Hancock.
The fact that he was seen with her a
few hours before her suicide is the
only thing which might be considered
to have any significance. Miss Zimmerman is said to have stated to
friends that he was her cousin. Nothing is known htre of the relations between them. It is impossible to get
the text of the letter.

Copenhagen, Aug. 2. Since his ar
rival at the Danish court. Emperor
William appears to have become con
vinced that there Is no hope of the
prince of the House of Bernadotte be
coming the King of Norway. His
Majesty now favors Prince Charles of
Denmark, and he Is quoted as saying:
NOT RENEWED IN 20 YEARS.
task."
"If Prince Charles does not become
Crown Sheets of Bennington's Boiler King, Norway will be a republic. Of
course, I prefer a monarchy and there
OKLAHOMA COLORED FOLKS
Were Old and Weak Officers
of
fore shall support the candidacy
MEET IN CONVENTION.
Not Censured.
Prince Charles."
Muskogee, I. T., Aug.

Surveyor Collins Just Completed U.S.
Surveys There Work on Eastern
Railway of New Mexico.

IS WANTED

D

At Work on Mountain Divisions

ROOSEVELT COUNTY'S RAPID GROWTH

FORMER CHIEF

COMPLETELY
STRIKE-BOUN-

NO. 140.

WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 2. 1905.

l

r.

tigate and report."

NEW M XICAN

H

H

GRAND

DAUGHTER OF
FAMOUS NOVELIST WEDS.

New York, Aug. 2. A wedding of
note here today was that of Miss Beatrix Hawthorne, daughter of Julian
Hawthorne and randdaugbter of the
Hawfamous novelist Nathaniel
thorne, to Cliord Smith, a prominent
newspaper man of this city. Miss
Gwendolen Hawthorne, a sister of the
bride of today, is to be married one
month hence to Michael Andrew Mik- kelsen, of Sioux City, Iowa.
"GREEN CORN DANCE" AT
SANTO DOMINGO PUEBLO.
The Pueblos of Santo Domingo pro
pose to make their "corn dance" on
Friday, August 4th, a big affair. A
large crowd of spectators will be in
attendance and the day will be one of
the most Interesting in the history of
such fiestas at the Pueblo. Stages will
be run to the Pueblo from Thornton,
on the Santa Fe Railway, and ample
arrangements will be made for meals
and lodgings.

cons-jcutlv-

's

three days, and thunderstorms

days. The avernoted on twenty-on- e
DONA ANA COUNTY
maximum temperature was 77.4
age
NEEDS A NEW JAIL.
degrees, the average minimum 64.5
The relative humidity was
degrees.
Las Cruces people are urging the 48 per cent, 38 per cent at 6 a. m. and
county commissioners to hurry and 58 per cent at 6 p. m.
build a new jail for Dona Ana County.
The present structure in the City of
An advertisement In the New Mexl
the Crosses Is unsafe to the public
and utterly inadequate to successfully can is always effective. Why? Be-I cause It reaches the people.
keep prisoners.

.
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The New Mexican Is the oldest
newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent
to every postofflce in the Territory,
md has a large and growing circula
tion among the intelligent and pro
gressiva people of the Southwest.

THE
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LABFL

LICENSES AND PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.
The Hillsboio Advocate like tin
White Oaks Outlook accuses the territorial administration of crippling the
public schools through the passage
by the last legislative assembly or a
law prohibiting the granting of liquor
and gaming licenses in villages of less
than one hundred inhabitants. Jn re
ply to the Outlook, it was pointed out
that for every cent that the saloons
contribute towards the support of the
public schools, the other tax payers
must pay a dollar into the court fund
to meet the expenses of the trial of
cases caused by the disorderliness and
that are frequent inci
dents in the business of the grog
shops which sell rot gut and take out
or tne pocuets or the poor piasanos
the money which should go toward the
purchase of food supplies or clothing
for the family. The assessment of
Sierra is greater than that of Santa
Fe County which has three times
the number of school children to provide with schooling.
The law gives
the county ample power of taxation for
the maintenance of the schools. The
Advocate says that nine canteens in
Sierra County will have to close their
doors on account of the new law. .If
the public school system of Sierra
County depends upon the further
maintenance of these nine canteens,
then the New Mexican is much mistaken in the nrogressiveness
for
which it always has and still gives th
people of that county credit.
LIQUOR

g

THE

COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
IN NEW MEXICO.
While the public schools of New
Mexico have made great progress the
past twenty years, yet, there is still
much to be done in order to give ev
iry child of school age the education
at the public expense to which it is
entitled. The remoteness from the
nearest school house of many settlers;
the poverty of the majority of school
districts, the small pay of teachers and
the short terms in the rural districts
are ail in the way of making true the
boast that New Mexico's public school
system is as good as that of the eastern states which are more thickly
populated and much wealthier.
In
many counties the enrollment in the
schools is less than fifty per cent of
the population of school age and the
average attendance but a little over
alfifty per cent of the enrollment
though in most districts the term is
only three months a year. Bettor assessment methods, closer collection of
taxes, the repeal of the $200 exemption
law and some self sacrifice on part of
the rural inhabitants are called for in
order to give the native children
at least a part of the educational advantages wiiich are offered to the
children of the town dwellers
although even
those, unfortunately
do not take advantage of them as (hey
should. 'I here is a compulsory school
law upon the statutes but it is almost
as much of a dead letter as is the Sunday law in some parts of the
The New Mexican is informed that
American
Lumber
Company,
whose timber tracts are located in the
Zuni Mountains and whose lumber
mills and factories are in Albuquerque, is supplying a contract for 150,
000 doors and 150,000 window sashes
for delivery In Glasgow, Scotland. Imagination running wild: Who would
have thought of it! Arid New Mexico
sending manufactured doors and win
dow sashes across the great American
continent and across the wide Atlantic
to one of the oldest cities situated in
Great Britain. New Mexico is certainly In the public eye not only in this
country but also In effete Europe.

the

"Hon. W. E. Martin's law for the
lief of flood sufferers has been

FE
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PRINTING
NEW MEXICAN
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
Daily, per month, by mail
by mail
Daily, one
Daily, six months, by mall
Daily, three months, by mail
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter
Weekly, per month

SIDEWALKS AGAIN.
The Socorro Chieftain rejoices because of the laci that a very ueces-sa.now sidewalk is being constructed on its principal business street to
i ho Santa
Ke Railway depot, and says
concerning this manor:
For years pas! it has not been
possible to walk from the business
part of town to the Santa Fe station
night or day without considerable danger to life or limb. The new sidewalk
now in process of construction is just
about what it should be and it is
a good illustration of what a lillle
well directed effort will
accomplish
even in Socorro."
The New Mexican hopes that the
city administration of the Capital will
not put itself in the rear of the Socorro
city administration in the matter of
construction of sidewalks and brick
crossings. There is a great deal of
room for improvement in that line in
this city and this improvement should
no longer be delayed. The power ot
the city to compel ihe construction
of sidewalks and crossings is well es
tablished and should be exercised for
lie good of the entire community. The
lax dodgers, the knockers, the coyotes
in human form who bark at and assail
everything that is decent, patriotic
and for the public good, should be ig
nored bv the city council, and the
host interests of the town should bn
observed and subserved.
SANTA

rede-

clared unconstitutional and Mr.
constituents will now have to
take the will for the deed." Socorro
Chieftain.
Mr. Martin did his level best to
aid his constituents and to help them
In
their hour of adversity and
trouble. But the law is mighty and
must prevail.

Mar-fin'- s

LAS VEGAS

GOOD

ROADS

CONVENTION.
iUiring the northern New Mexico
fair which will be held in Las Vegas
(his fall, a good road's convention to
consist of delegates from every cotin-lin the Territory, will also take
place. Poor and bad loads are always
with the people but good roads are
greatly desired and very necessary.
The Idea of holding this convention is
an excellent one and its deliberations,
the New .Mexican hopes and believes,
will do great good. The question of
good public roads and highways and
of their maintenance and good condi
tion, is as important to the people of
the Territory as any question now in
the public mind and undor discussion
or observance, uovernor utero nas
appointed a large number of delegates
to attend the convention and it is
hoped that every one of these will
make it a point to be there, Like
railroads, Now Mexico cannoi have
loo many miles of good public roads
md highways. It is believed that the
holding of this' convent ion. will aid in
bringing about a better, more extended
md more widely administered system
of roads and' highways than is now the

THE RIGHT KIND OF A BOOKLET.
The small brochure recently issued
and
by the Bureau of Immigration
containing information for the home- seeker and settler coming to the Ter
ritory, has been received very favor
ably by the press of New Mexico and
by people who have read the pamph
let. The Roswell Record comments
thereon as follows:
"The latest publication issued by
the New Mexico Bureau of Immigra
tion, is a pamphlet entitled, "Ho, to
the Land of Sunshine."
It contains
in concise and readable form a digest
of the public land laws, together with
the location of t he lands open to set
tlement, and answers to tne manv
questions homeseekers ask about the
products of the various sections of
the Territory. It is a comprehensive
to the man
and reliable guide-boowho wishes to take tip government
lands in New Mexico. Secretary Max
Frost, of the Bureau, who is the au
thor of the pamphlet, informs us that
five thousand copies were issued the
first of July, and there has been such
is
a demand for it that the supply
very low. The Bureau has also sup
plied the Record recently with other
valuable publications on the resources
of New Mexico, which are much ap
preciated."
k

The Santa Fe Canon, the upper Pe
cos and all ihe mountain valleys of
northern New Mexico are in their
glory in August. Crass knee high
wonderful tapestries of wild flowers,
running brooks and rivers, cool breez
es, grateful shade, fishing, hunting and
an exhiliraiion that only the mountain
dweller knows. A climb to the Lake
Peaks or the Truchas are episodes in
life in comparison with which oilier
events will some day seem insignill
cant. Dollars and cents cannot ex
press Ihe loss to the man or the worn
an who cannot get away from his oi
lier ditties long enough lo take a stroll
over the superb mountains that guard
Santa Fe on the east, on the north
and on the west.

The Russian and Japanese envoys
and plenipotentiaries are to receive
$200 per day and all their expenses for
their eminent services.
To be sun
the job doesn't last long. Right here
the New Mexican violates no confi
dence in saying that there are quite
a number of citizens of this town, of
Albuquerque, of Las Vegas and other
places in New Mexico, who would have
accepted these positions and rendered
faithful service at less than $200 per
day. To be sure their names wouldn't
have sounded as strange to English
or American ears as do those of the
ISO.
present commissioners and plenipowould
RURAL FREE DELIVERY IN THE tentiaries but heir services
have been cheaper.
VICINITY OF SANTA FE.
has free rural delivery
Carlsbad
serving about 250 families in the vi
Cyclones are a rarity in the Rocky
cinity of that city. The upper Pecos .Mountain region and that may account
last year had daily free rural delivery for an Associated Press dispatch this
serving about one hundred people and week which told of a cyclone in Ne
should have il again. Lancaster Coun vada which was the most destructive
the size ever recorded in that state and in
ty. Pennsylvania, not one-hal- f
of Santa Fe County gets StiO.OOl) annu- - which a number of
telegraph poles
illy for free rural delivery purposes. were destroyed.
In Kansas or Mis
not
Ke
does
Santa
have
free rural souri they would have called it a
Why
delivery routes to Tesuque and be grateful zephyr that had been sent by
yond in one direction and to Agua Frh Providence to cool oft" a feverish .Jul v
and beyond in another direction? evening.
Delegate Andrews will help; Postmaster Walter will do ail in his power
John M. Webster, the efficient counio further the project, and has the
clerk of Sierra County is making
ty
necessary blanks in readiness. All maps of all the water
rights in the
that is needed is the circulation of a
county and with descriptions will send
and
the
endorsement
of the them to the territorial
petition
irrigation comBoard of Trade. Rural delivery routes
mission as the law provides. How
help to bring trade and prevent its many other counties are
doing this
oing to more distant centers; they very
work?
important
a
are palpable benefit to the communities served; they result in the distri
The king of Spain Is now being
bution of government money in the
lubbed
"Alphonse the Brave" by all
immediate vicinity of their establish
ment and they are evidences that a loyal Spaniards. A dollar to five centsthat he is braver when a pretty soucommunity is wide awake and com- brette Is around than when
nihilists
mercially active.
are throwing bombs at him.
I

THE SUNDAY OBSERVANCE LAW.
'The Optic complains
that the
Sunday closing law is not observed in
Las Vegas. The people of that city
hould get the judge of their district
to exchange for awhile with Judge
Pope. His method of Imposing a fine
and jail sentence, and then suspending
the jail sentence during good behavior,
works all right in Roswell." Roswell
Record.
Yes, or wilh Judge John R. McFie
of this district. The Sunday closing
aw is enforced in the First Judicial
District and that pretty thoroughly.
Santa Fe which is generally an orderly community, on Sundays is remark
ably so. This suits the respectable
people of all classes and in all vocations. In addition while the Sunday
observance law is on the statute books,
its provisions should be carefully and
What is
consistently carried out.
sauce for Santa Fe should be sauce for
all the larger towns in the Territory as
Las Vegas, Albuquerque, Roswell, Ra
ton, Silver City and so on and so forth.
If not, why not!
Emperor Nicholas has lately em
ployed several confidential guards to
stand about him on public occasions
and be a target for bombs which might
be thrown at him by nihilists, revolutionists and other blood thirsty people
who desire to take his life. These
jobs ought to pay well as it must be
admitted they are dangerous.
The people of Chicago ought to be
happy. During the last week ther
mometers in the Windy City during the
day ranged at about 92 degrees in the
shade. This keeps them hot enough
without strikes. Chicago people are
never happy unless they are hot.
Railroad traffic of New Mexico lines.
especially on those running through
central and eastern New Mexico, is
reported greatly on the increase. An
other instance that New Mexico is
prosperous and that capital and immi
grants are coining to it right along.

A Warning to Mothers.
- Too much care cannot be used wiui
small children during the hoi. weather of the summer months to guarde
a ru
against bowel troubles. Asa child a
to

Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
and then a dose of castor oil, and the
disease may be checked in its incipi-encand all danger avoided. The
castor oil and this remedy should bo
for
procured at once and kept ready indifirst
as
the
soon
as
use
instant
cation of any bowel trouble appears.
This is the most successful treatment
known and may be relied upon with
implicit confidence even in cases of
For sale by all
cholera infantum.
druggists.

Sick headache results from a disordered condition of the stomach
and is quickly cured by Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. For sale
by all druggists.
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal dockets especially for the use of Justices
of the peace. They are especially ruled,
with printed headings, In either Spanish or English, made of good record
paper, strongly and durably bound with
leather back and covers and canvas
full index in front and
sides; have
the fees of justices of the peace and
constables printed in full on the first
inches.
page. The pages are 10
These books are made up in civil and
criminal dockets, separate, of 320
pages each or with both ciTil and
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages
civil and 320 pages criminal. To introduce them they are offered at the
following low prlcea:
Civil or criminal
$4.00
Combination civil and criminal $5.00
For 45 cenia additional for a single
docket or 65 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express.
Cash In
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted. Address,
NBW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.

San Francisco Street.
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toman

wares

a iin Curios

Blankets, Baskets, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn
Work, Opals, Turquoises, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of
Everything In Our Line.

y

VISITORS AND STRANGERS
If you are a visitor or stranger In
the city and desire some place to
spend your leisure hours where you
will not get lonesome and where you
will receive the most cordial wel
come. droD into "The Club." All the
popular games and best brands of II
quors and cigars.
Nothina on the Market Equal to
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy.
This fact is well known to druggists everywhere, and nine out of ten
will give their customers this prepara
tion when the best is asked for.
Mr. Obe Winner, a prominent drug
gist of Joplin, Mo., in a circular to his
"There is nothing
customers, says:
on the market in the way of patent.
medicine which ' equals Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
We sell nnd
for bowel complaints.
For
this preparation."
recommend
sale by all druggists.
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Hotel
Qare
GEORGE ELLIS, Ptop.
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The most conveniently loccted and only
and stcamheeted
Hotel in the city. Electric lit hts, baths and fsniiaiy plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to ("ate. First-clss- s
connected. Fine Sample Foom for Commercial Men.
fire-pro- of
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Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in

in

J

Building Corner Plaza and San Francisco Street.

THE

I

'ALICE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
S&aata STe,

e--

Xvleacico

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.
An invitation is extended to any
white merchant outside of New York
City, or his representative, whose
name appears in Bradstreet s or
Dunn's Commercial Agency Hook, to
accept the hospitality of our Hotel for
three days without .charge. Usual
rates, apartment with private bath, $ J
per day and up, without meals. Par
lor, bedroom and private bath, $35 pel
week and up, with meals for two. New
York merchants and editors are re
quested to call the attention of their
out of town buyers and subscribers to
this advertisement.
GALLATIN HOTEL,
70 W. 46th St., New York City.
They Appeal to Our Sympathies.
The bilious and dyspeptic are con- There is not one ol
sympathies.
them, however, who may not be
brought back to health and happiness
by the use of Chamberlain's Stomach
and Liver Tablets. These tablets in
vigorate the stomach and liver and
strengthen the digestion. They also
regulate the bowels. For sale by all
druggists.
THE LEGISLATIVE MANUAL.
The Legislative Manual for 1905, or
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
and official compendium of value to
every business man and officer and of
interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Price $1.50. Address the New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe.

Paoe rs

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
ELY
JACOI
FIRST JiIATIOfJAL

THE

Mining

Journal

NOW IN ITS 39th YEAR

The oldest banking institution in New Mexico. Established In 1870.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
HENRY L. WALDO, Vkl President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.
Surplus and. Undivided Profits $55,000.

Capital $150,000.

Transacts a general banking businesr, in all its branches.
Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers of mon;y to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month'- - or year's term.
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products. T
The bank executes all orders of its patrons In the banking line, and
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as Is con- cistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety De- posit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully so- icited.

PUBLICATION

g

i

Tho leading mining periodical of
the world, with the atronin st editorial
stuff of any technical publication.
Subscription $5.00 a year (Including U. 8., Canadian, Mexican uoBtagu).
Sample copy tree. Kml lor liix.k

Catalogue

BANI

OF SANTA Fli.

money-transmittin-

$100 Reward, $100

The renders of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there ia at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure in
all its stages and that is Catarrh. Hull
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
a
being: a constitutional disease,
constitutional treatment. Hall'srequires
Catarrh
Cure ia taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system, thereby destroying the fouiidntiou of
the disease, and (riving the patient strength
by building un the constitution and assisting
nature iu doing; its work. The proprietors
have so much faith in its curative powers
that they oiler One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Scud fur list of
testimonials.
Address K. J. CHfiNEY A CO.. Tolepo O.
Sold by all Drugtriats. 75c.
,
Take Hall a Family Pill for constipation.

257

give
it is onlv uecessary
disdose of castor oil to correct any
use
not
any
Do
bowels.
of
the
order
substitute, but give Hie
castor oil, and see that it is iresh, ten-us
rancid oil nauseates and has a
aot
dency to gripe. If this 'oos
check the bowels give Chamberlains
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OFFICE

805 Pearl Street, New York

Mail Your Orders
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FOR

MANY writing machines break down
their youth, but Remingtons
have tough constitutions and, no matter how hard the work they do, they
are sure to reach 3 hale and vigorous
old age.

New and Second Hand
SAFES AND SCALES
rtND
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PARCELL5 SAFE
216

CO,

California St., San Franc sen, Ca
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NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.. Dealers

Ckas. Wagner Furniture Co.
Dealer In
Furniture. Queensware, Cnttlerr

Tinware

88.

Honsuhcld

Goods

of All

Kinds Sold on

Easy Payments.

Bay and Bell all kinds of Second HacdGooai

Cha.

Wagner Licensed

Kmtalnm

Residence 'Phone No. z.

Telephone No. zo.

8 an Francisco 8treet.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, August 2, J 905.

safe and Sure.
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PEOPLE

PT1

ST.

AND
J. W. (iabriel, trustee, lias instiiuu-TROUBLES
suit ;i ;;tinst the Ohio Gold .Ylini.i
Old People have
Company operating m (. oilax "ouniy aches and discomforts of life than do the
on a :;1(),oimi note, which is secure:!
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
youug. This is perfectly natural,
on the company's property
a
their blood is not so vigorous, nor
ot resistance so great, and
luul
nar Kllzubothtown. The suit v... troubles
that a vounier. health v constitu
brought In tne distiict conn ior
tion could resist often afflict them.
sT- C'ouaty.
Coal
and
Mexico
The New
Railway
.1
t h ft civil wo.. T
During
tarrh and suffered with its eflocts for
Company is offering for sale our i
years. I
various remedies
sue i of bonds secured on its laih o:i Is many
ifc
and doctnra. Vmftried
with ,
ne day I found one of your
am. coal properties, the latter at I lav
pamphlets
ana
read
it
I
S.
decided S. S
carefully.
soi. Colfax County, and Cupitan, l.i; was the medicine
I was in need of and I
mt t.aaii.
coli County. The coal property mv
bejfan na uka at
dreadful and as I was petting- alone in
bout iij.ooo acres of land, iuclndin
years, I had most of the pains and ail.
several woriung mines anu a nuiiU'er ments incident to that time
of life; but
alter
taking: this great remedy for awhile
ot places where the existence J coal 1
beiran to improve
soon found my- and
Self a StrOnflT. Wei man 1 m mlnr mn.a
lulls lias been proved. A part of t!
than 75 years of age, but my health is
proceeds of the new bond issues wiil eTOod.beeausa
I take an occasional
Of S. S. S. AfOttlilllZ- AflltalB it. AS a bottle
!e used tor the opening ot new c
rrtn
and blood purifier, and I recommend it
l
i lie erection
ovens
of
coke
ai;
Mines,
to those needing- such a medicine.
r orayce, Ark. JL. S. LOCKBIDOE.
other mining improvements, while tl
test win ue ii.seu to uunu a mi err rat:
Rheumatic
sleepless
nights,
toad connection tor the Dawson co-'fickle appetites,pains,
etc., are not imaginary
fields to Santa Rosa. The stock ot with old
people, as1! is sometimes
thought.
the company is controlled by Phelps, Tl,n.. .inrcu
a ineuicine mat. will.. supply
liicj
BROTHER BOTULPH, President.
and
of
York
New
an
Dode
their blood with its lost vigor and build
Company
London, and a large part of the coal up and strengthen their constitutions
produced will be used by the mir.es S. S. S. is the ideal remedy for Old Peo
Xt is made entirely from roots
i:ii smelting works owned by thai ple.
herbs and barks, and does not iniure the
inn in Arizona and Mexico.
system in the least as do those medicines
Lincoln County.
mineral ingredients. S. S. S
containing
nre
I'lXiensive
ciay deposits navf is gentle in its action, purifying the blood
'em discovered in Ihe coal mines n
ot all poisons
i
ntly abandoned at Coalora. Official
and relieving
if the I'helps, Dodge and Coniiianv r
old age of its
discomforts by
enuy inspected tliese deposits i:i
supplying a
ompany with an expert. A KhijuiKnt
i a carload
t )
was made yesterday
healthy
PURELY VEGETABLE. constitution. It
iisbee, Arizona.
IS tbe Lrrolijl
i ne Montezuma
Mining company is of all tonics for increasing the appetite,
making preparations for development toning up the stomach, promoting thedi.
work on the Lone Star on Kagl
gestion and building up the entire system.
Creek. The mine runs in gold or
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ga.
some of it of high grade.
Otero County.
Ihe Southwest Smelling and Re (125 feet and is to lie sunk to a depth
fining Company intends to begin work of 2,0011 feet since the indications for
on its proposed smelter at Jarilla, oil are very lavoiable.
where it has extensive mineral hold
Wanted, clean cotton rags. For a
ings, on September 1.
.
II.
Fleming, who incorporated short time we will pay 4c a pound for
the Standard
New Mexican Printing
Lithograph
Company clean rags.
which opened quarries of lithographic company.
stone at Ilighrolls, died on Monripy
upon reaching his former home at
to a
(..leveiami, unto, succumning
complication of diseases.
Grant County.
Work was begun this week on Ihe
FAST.
excavation for the foundation of the
i nun 10 IHKS Hu
of; warm wator um-- iiuoevery
24 honra before
A
new 200 ton concentrator of the Co- Injuction
I could have au action on my bowels. Hapnilv 1
TIJAiJI
manche Mining and Smelting Com- Ourlng the nine . J t;ly I I am a well
man.
years before
used Cscarts I
uttered untold misery with Internal
pany at Silver City. The concentraThanks
1 am
o
"i1"
from a that hi. piles.
,..,..i
tor is located on the narrow gauge canyouuae this free
lu behalf of suffering humanity."
.
a.
r
t
isuer,
Koaooks, 111.
railroad which the company is build- nir to Pinos Altos. It is :!00 yards
Best For
west of the smelter.
Tk. R
In order to close up the estate rf
El
st
Oavid Kgleston at Gold Hill, the fol- owing mining claims are upon the
market: The Little Chief, the Gold
CAN OY CATHARTIC
DtrM swinlhwi mmA tor all
Dollar with a 55 foot, shaft and the
nmn tfcrousb to Nw Ortou, 9krwv. MsmtOs, BaM
BosatkMiH.
Mayflower, with a shaft C5 feet deep.
am4 Bt. lmi
Prt
wttkk
The shafts are in gold ore running as
CaurUa larru4 alcrm Lm -Pleaannt. Palntnhlj. lw.nt rn .... r. ,
high as $100 per ton.
to Osslosvan a4 tRtavaasWUna
fataia.
Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 25c, Uo. NeTef
In bulk. The genuine tablet
The best Indication of mining
CCa
Uuaranteed to cure or your money stamped
back.
w.
in Grant County is the increased
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 6m
demand for mining machinery.
Car ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
PttMCftr Afitrt
after car of such machinery has been
hauled into the county by the Santa
Fe Railway and there seems to be no
Mm A.
It. 9.
UKW11U
cessation in the demand. Denver sup- 9im li
P x
Asnd
qmr m4 Tttal
ilies.jnost of this machinery.
ft. kMHsV tckaa
(PCRBT DAVIS' )
Superintendent George Kaseman of
the Pyramid Peak Consolidated MinCures Colic, Cramps.
ing Company, accompanied by J. M.
Stomach Complaints.
a
Malcomson, mining engineer, inspect
25c. & qoc. bottles.
ed the company's
properties near
Lordsburg this week.
Christian Yaeger in doing assess
ment work on the corns toe k group
near Lordsburg has taken out a car- oad of ore which he shipped today to
the Rmelter at Douglas, Arizona. The
proceeds will pay for the entire as
sessment work.
,T. B. Foster,
secretary of the Bon- ney Mining Company, and J. J. Mooney
and George White of the same com
pany, left for their Chicago home to
day after inspecting the company's
holdings near Lordsburg.
They have
decided to erect a fifty ton concentrator and a reverberatory furnace at
the mine. Gasoline engines will be
used to produce electricity which will
be the power in the mines and at the
reduction works. The company owns
eight claims. Copper will be the principal product.
Taos County.
A. D. Parker of Florence, Colorado,
ogether with two others, has com
menced development work on the Llt- le Gem at Anchor.
We Carry Stock in Santa
J. A. Knowland this week resumed
Fe and Espanola.
work on the tunnel upon his property
n rite for price.
t Gold Hill.
C. L. POLLARD, CO..
Lionel Tuck who is developing the
Daisy not far from Questa has struck
ESPANOLA, N. M.
several stringers that carry values In
ton.
to
of
from
$3,000 per
$2,000
gold
S. M. Mallette is doing assessment
work on the Bogy and George Mallette
on the Mineral King near Red River.
Work is to be resumed in the near
future on the extensive properties of
the Fraser Mining Company near
Twining now that its financial tangle
is at the point of being unraveled. A
Dr . W. J. LEISHMAN.
few changes are to be made In the
plant and a new plan adopted in de
123
veloping the extensive copper and gold
ore deposits.
The Independence Gold Mining Com
pany operating near Red River has
won the suit brought against it by
M. Scully, who has leased adjoining
ground from the Maxwell Land Grant
Company and fenced it In building
CALIFORNIA.
the road from Elizabethtown to the
most
beautiful residence city in
The
Independence mine, S. Zweargell, su the United States.
A plaee to spend a
cut
perintendent of the Independence,
Jm Hytaf
few weeks of your vacation. Only a
ngh medicine for children nerer be afraid to bay CXAJCm-Ukw- f
the fence of Scully, however, putting few miles to the seashore. Loj Angeles
There is no danger from it. and relief la always anre
OWH
in a substantial gate. Scully objected by tlfctric cars.
toffeQw. II la Intended especially for congha, colda, croup and whooping
and brought the suit In justice of the
La Casa Grande Hotel
OtBfS, aad ll the beat madlelna in the world for these diseases. It is not only
peace court, but was
oartaia son for erenp, tret, when given as soon as the eronpy ooogh appears.
Sandoval County.
The Elite Hotel of Pasadena offers
Biwant tha attack. Whooping oongh la not dangerous when this
wQl
Work Is to be resumed next week special summer rate $10 per week, trao- Zt oon tains no opium or otaat harmful drags and i
on the well of the Algodones Oil Com- - sint 9s per aay.
to
knkr as tea aaolt.
ELMER
F.
WOODBURY. Manner.
pany near Hagan. The well Is down
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COUGHS, COLDS, CONSUMPTION, BRONCHITIS,
COUGH, SORE THROAT, HOARSENESS,
LOSS OF VOICE. LOOSENS THE PHLEGM AND EASES
EXPECTORATION, HEALS THE LUNGS.
Endorsed by leading physicians as the BEST remedy for

CURES

Children's Croup and Whooping Cough

because
The action of Ballard's Hore-houSyrup is mild and benign, it is adapted to infants, as well
asadultsof every variety of temperament and constitution.

it contains NO OPIATES.

nd

Read This RemarKable Testimonial.
MRS. B. W. EVANS, Clearwater, Kas., writes: "My husband
was sick for three months and the doctors told me he had quick conWe procured a bottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup, and
sumption.
it cured him. He is now a well man, but we always keep a bottle
in the house, and think it has no equal for pulmonary diseases."

Easy to TaKe; Sure to Cure; Every Bottle Guaranteed.

THREE. SIZESt 25c, 50c, $1.00.
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT CO., - ST. LOUIS, MO.
SOLD AND RECOMMENDED

BY

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.

DENVER& RETURN:

mi

Via

$ J 6.90

The 47th Year Begins Sept. 4, 1905.

l

-

Texas

trM t. marvr

CONSTIPATION

ANNUAL MEETING, GRAND AERIE, FRATERNAL ORDER OF EAGLES, ANNUAL
MEETING AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC
ASOCIATION, August 12th and 13,
NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT GRAND ARMY
OFTHE REPUBLIC. August 30th to Sept 4.

For further particulars call on any agent of the Santa Fe.
A. J. BISHOP, Acting Agent.
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A,
Santa Fe, N.
Topeka, Kans.

'These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst cf the Ancient
mile west
Cliff Dwellers, tw nty-3v- e
cf Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc-a
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Qrande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the Springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet Climate
very Jry and delightful the year
round. TheT Is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids
and tourists. These craters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline talta to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Barings In the world. The efficacy of

these waters has been thoroughly test
ed by the miraculous cures attested to
In the following diseases: Paralysis
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption
Malaria, Bright'a Disease of the Kid
neja, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, til
Female Complaints, etc., etc Boar
lodging and bathing $2.59 per day; $1
per week; $50 per month. Stage meeti
Denver trains and waits for Sa'ata Ft
train upon request This resort is at
tractive at all seasons, and is open al!
winter. Passengers for Ojo Calient
a. m., and
can leave Sufa i e at
reach Ojo Callente at 4 ; . m. the sama
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Callente, $7.40. For farther
particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH.
OJo

Proprietor
N.

Callente. Taos County,
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LOW HATES

f

EXCURSIONS
To Louisville. Kentucky. Denver, Colorado Springs,
and f ueblo, Colorado. Chicago, Saint Louis, Memphis.

Kansas City, all points North and Fast.

VIA

EL

PASO-J-

J

ORTIJEASTERfl and

HQCh;

ISLAND SYSTEHS.
LIBERAL RETURN LIMIT

Fastest

Schedules-Fine-

Equipment

st

DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE

Dining Cars AH the Way

-- Short

Line East.

For further Information call on or address
V. R. STILES.

If you have a sick
horse call on

San Francisco St.

PASADENA,

A Safe Medicine
Bum.

non-suite-

Genl. Pass.

Agt E.

P.--

E. System.
EL PASO. TEXAS.

Chamberllaiini's
Couag'Ihi Remedy
for Children.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, Aagnsi 2, 1905.
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Look-

ing Pair of Shoes You
Have on. Wind TellJ
ing Me Where You

,

-

Of course not.

I

got them at

Salmon's

No

always buy my shoes thera.

I'd like to have a pair about like them.
Mind telling me what they cost ?
Of course not.

I

paid $5 for them.

ovnei-iment-

Great Scott! I would have guessed
$6 at least as Hanan & Son shoes
are sold for $6 even in the East.
wonder if Salmon
can fit me as well
as he has you ?
I

Certainly, he can
fit anybody, for he
carries a large stock

of all the sizes and
widths. Everybody
likes his shoes.
249-25125- 3

San Francisco
.

'Street

SANTA FE, N. M.

r

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF

ALBUQUERQUE

Deposits
We Pay

$2,000,000.00.
Interest on Term
Deposits.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

QUALITY TALKS
When you paint your roof. Why not use

'Grap-holastic-

"

Paint.
As its name implies it is elastic, therefore not
affected by extremes of heat and cold.
"Grapholastic" Paint is always ready, requires
no mixing or thinning, and does not settle as
do other paints.
Used on anything Requiring a Strictly Reliable
Paint.
Guranteed for six years.
.

For Sale by

Hi W. 1 1KB
228 San Francisco Street

Ireland's

Famous

Ice

ft

SDR

Telephone 14

Cream

Soda,

1856.

1903.

Incorporated

SELIGPN BROS.'

CO

Here's Your Chancel!
of mammoth specials in many departments of our store.
Beginning August 1, we will sell all summer goods at greatly reduced prices.
WHITE GOODS, LAWNS, DIMITIES, PIQUES, COTTON
VOILES, SUMMER NOVELTIES, ETC.,
, ti
0..v uu,i oyJ
iiiul I'veu Lilt: pLFViirni ui uic mvi n
can be made happy.
A series

d

Got Thorn ?

I

Established

r

I?

That's a Swell
N

Bernalillo County, was in the city TuesHubbell swore
day on business. Mr.
out an appeal before Jmlse John K.
in the Secj PERSONAL IT1EHT10H
McFie, sitting in Chambers
District Court, for BernaJudicial
ond
4
lillo Countv. in the absence of Judge
Ira A. Abbott. The appeal was taken
H. 0. Cons, of Albuquerque, passed from the decision recently rendered
through the city today en route from bv Judge Abbott in regard to comthe Duke City to Denver.
missions on liquor and gaming licenses
B. Spitz, represnting a Kansas City retained by Mr. Hubbell as treasurer
of Bernalillo
collect
wholesale jewelry house, called on his and
trade In the Capital this morning.
County.
M. L .English, agent in charge of
the Ortiz Mine Grant, arrived in the
NEW INDUSTRY FOR SOUTHWEST.
city last evning from Dolores on business.
Establishment of Rubber Factory at
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-forEuena Vista., Colo., Will Make
left this morning for Taos Rio
Valuable New Mexico Wend.
Arriba and Mora Counties, on official
business.
The establishment of a factory foT
Charles E. Doll, western representa- the extraction of rubber from the rubtive of a Denver cracker manufacturing ber weed commonly called "piuque,"
firm, made his regular trip to the Cap- will he the means of giving a great
ital City today.
number of people employment and
Charles E. Hoban, traveling sales- may ultimately cause the starting of
man for a Denver wholesale tobacco new lines of agriculture in the cuiti
and cigar firm, transacted business vation of this plant. The rubber weed
the
in the Capital today.
is found extensively throughout
and
Mexico
A. S. Barney, traveling freight and northern part of New
& erows Drolifically without water. With
passenger agent of the Denver
Rio Grande, returned Tuesday from a irrigation the plant can be made more
visit with his family in Denver.
valuable, larger and witn a greaiei
Mrs. Norman V. King, Miss Shore-meye- r wrwnl iep of the rubber constituent
and Charles E. Doll left this The roots are the valuable portion and
morning via the Denver & Rio Grande these may 'be increased from about
the ize of a lead pencil, as they are
for a visit of several days at Taos.
an
Thomas A. Waldo left this morning in the wild state, to as large as
for a short visit to his ranch in east- inch and a half in diameter.
Ths American Production Compan
ern Colorado. Mrs. T. A. Waldo and
will soon have its plant in operation at
baby are still guests at the Palace.
Buena Vista, Colo., the machinery now
A. E. Baird, of New York City, interand the buiming!
viewed the dry goods merchants of being on the ground
S. L
completion.
nearing
a
rapidly
of
in
the interests
Santa Fe today
com
the
of
chemist
the
wnvihiirv.
wnolesale house for which he travels.
man who has made the
the
and
pany,
L.
Waldo,
Judge and Mrs. Henry
with the weed anu ueni
and daughter Miss Helen, were among
it possesses the rubber
'that
onstrated
Kanfrom
Tuesday evening's arrivals
the
in
was
city Saturday and
fluid,
sas City. They registered at the
Snniinv Hp states that the company
Palace.
desires to employ a large number of
John H. Riley stock buyer of Colo- nonnni to Ma the root tor it. 1 ne
rado Springs, Colorado, was a businntri is more than reasonable
ness visitor in the Capital City yester- nr.i
anA it has been demonstrated by act
day. He returned to his Colorado home nai wnrk than one man can make from
this morning.
three to five dollars a day, and someV. W. Corlw.i. member of the Arm
times more, according to the size of
of Collins b Corbett, mining engin- the root and the quantity to be louna
eers of 'this city, left today for San in onv eriven locality.
Francisco, where he will attend to
if tor th nlnnt at Buena Vista has
business for a montn.
become thoroughly established, it is
Miss Pain, of Kansas City, Missouri, the intention of the company to build
sister of Mrs. Frost, arrived in the factories for the manufacture of the
city Tuesday evening, and will be a nrn.inct into articles of commercial
guest at the Frost residence for the use, and this will mean employment
remainder of the summer.
ot fair wntres to manv persons, in San
Hon. Pedro Perea, superintendent ta Fe, Taos and Rio Arriba counties
of insurance, is in Los Angeles, Cali- and elsewhere in this Territory..
fornia. He will leave for the Lewis
and Clark Exposition at Portland, Ore- MANY CANDIDATES FOR
gon, the latter part of the week.
MATRIMONIAL HONORS
A. C. Frith, wile and daughter, of
Ida Grove, Jowa, who are on thir way
Charles John Canning, of Watrous,
to the coast for several weeks' visit, nnrt Miss Dorothv Margaret Wiese, of
took advantage of the free side trip Covington, Kentucky, were married at
from Lamy and spent today in the i ca yws Kimclav nieht. Miss wiese
rsm.e at this time from Germany for
Capital.
Frank
Mrs.
the express purpose of being married.
District Attorney and
W. Clancy of Albuquerque, who have They will live at Watrous where the
been in town for ten days, returned groom is employed with the KanKem
this evening to the Duke City. While ...ercantile Company.
Miss Ida Wiley, a former resident
here Mr. Clancy attended to important
visLas Vegas, was tnis week married
of
their
Both
enjoyed
legal business.
it here greatly, as they are very well to an old sweetneart, William Scott
known and have many friends in the Vvhiter. at Colorado Springs.
D. W. Morgan, of the Albuquerque
Capital.
Miss Elsie Markley
Professor Hiram Hadley, superin- Gas Company and
in Las Vegas on Mon
met
of
Iowa,
in
was
tendent of public instruction,
Floods de
married.
Las Vegas today on his return home day and were
bride's arrival, and after
from attending the convention of the layed the
at the ceremony the wreck of the Limited
National Educational Association
in the vards there dela 3d the depar
Asbury Park. He delivered a lecture
married couple, but
at the summer institute of the Normal ture of the newly
In Albuquerque,
arrived
finally
tuey
this
Meadow
the
City
University in
make their future
will
thev
where
forenoon.
home.
T. N. Wilkerson, Albuquerque attorTheodore Thulmeyer, a clerk in the
r
ney, and who also served as a niem-oe- postofnee at Alamogordo, last week
of the House of Representatives returned from Freyburg, Texas, with
o the 3Gth Legislative Assembly and Miss Thelma
Thulmeyer, and they
cut quite a conspicuous figure during were married in the Otero County
the session, arrived on the noon train town, where they will hereafter re
and attended to legal business before side.
Judge McFie this afternoon. He made
Grecorio Sanchez and Miss Gre
a motion to set aside a default judg- goria Griego were married last week
in
district
the
ment in a case pending
at Puerto de Luna in Guadalupe
court for Bernalillo County, Judge Ab- County.
bott, the presiding judge of that district court being absent.
"THE CLUB."
Mrs. A. M. Blackwell and children,
resort for gentlemen. The
Charles and James, of St. Louis, ar- beet goods money can buy purity
rived In the city last evening and reg- guaranteed by your "Uncle Bam." Fine
istered at the Palace. Mrs. Blackwell Cigars ana Tobacco.
Is the wife of tne former member of
the
Company, Las VeCHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
gas wholesale merchants. Miss Mary
The Mexican Central has recent??
Holland, of St. Louis, Miss Wilcoxson placed on sale tickets to New York and
and Jefferson Wilcoxson, of Carroll-ton- , return going via the Mexican Central
Missouri, are with Mrs. Blackwell. to either Vera Cruz or Tamplco; thence
The party left this morning via the via the famous Ward Steamship Line
Denver & Rio Grande for Taoa to to New York. The return will be by
visit friends, and expects to return rail oyer any line to El Paso. The en
to the Capital next week.
tire trip covering thousands of miles,
Hon. L. Bradford Prince returned Havana, Cuba, and its famous Moro
last evening from the Prince Sunshine Castle. Newport and a dozen of the
fruit ranch north of Espanola. He is largest cities of the United States, can
a very busy man these days, as he be made for $122.50. A more delightful
Is shipping large amounts of fruit to trip cannot be planned as stop-ovvarious sections of New Mexico and privileges are allowed and the tickets
to the mining camps of southern Colo- are good for one year from the date
rado. He has fifteen people employed of sale. The trip includes the City of
the Mexico, the "Paris of America.' Furgathering, sorting and packing
fruit The crop in the Espanola Val- ther information can be secured by adplums and dressing A. Dulohery. Commercial
ley of pears, peaches,
apricots is ripe, and is the greatest for Agent, HI Paso, Texas, or W. D. Mux-docmany years as far as quality and quanAssistant General Passenger
tity are concerned.
Agent City of Mexico.
Frank A. Hubbell, of Albuquerque,
A "WANT AD" will bring results
treasurer and
collector of

v
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Special Sale of Ladies Waists. Skirts
and Trimmed Hats.
(Stylish and up to date.)

Men's and Boys' Clothing. Hats and Shoes
(Quality and wear guaranteed.)

Great Bargains in Underwear

Ladies', Men'

s

!

and Children's Underwear sold here that will

out-

wear any underwear bought elsewhere1.

Don't miss this opportunity of extraordinary

SELIGW

value-givin-

g.

BROS.' CO.

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods

FOR HALF

ft.

"A

CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS HOUSE OF THE CITY

P. O. Box 219.

BBMbbbHsVbb

s

'flAAsf AMbbsbbhCAAsI

WINTER GROCERY GO.
Staple and Fancy
i

GROCERIES

i

Fesh Fttiits & Vegetables
TRY" OUR

PUFFED RICE,
FORCE, PUSH

( ER0, the best Cereals.

SNOW DRIFT.

and BLANCO
None better made.

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No.

13

13

J

13

1

Is Not An Unlucky Number As We
Have Found From Past Experience
In Representing

13
Of the Largest FIRE INSURANCE
Companies of the United States.

HANNA" SPENCER

Gross-Blackwe- ll

THE OLD CURIO STORE

Specialty. A Glass of Iced Water

at all

Times,

Just

San Frabolno St.

Indian and Fexican Curios

Li

There is a great demand for Indtan Blankets. We
have 1,000 new ones in stock of the prettiest designs, in all sizes. This is your opportunity to
secure them at low prices. Wool has advanced
in ptice snd naturally the prices of Indian Blankets will increase. We will not raise the price
on this lot or any other lot for the next 30 days.
Our stock Is the largest In the city and we are
adding goods every day.
We Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money

after yon have visited other stores and obtained

prices, call on us and get our

r''"''

Egg Phosphate, and Lemonade a
for the Asking

IRELAND'S PHARMACY
--

801

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

er

Fade From Pore Jersey Cream.

J. 8. CANDELAKIO

Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, August 2, 1905.
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CITY

topics!
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Fifty Years he Standard
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m

tages built, with all modern conveniences. They would be occupied
s
of the time and with rents
where they are now would prove a
good investment.
nine-tenth-

5

I

COOL SUMMER

nm. v am, v
t a, is i
WOMAN'S BOARD OF TRADE WINS.
viva
Charles Closson will run a team to
Santo Domingo tomorrow for the anSecures the Piano in the Voting Con
nual Corn Dance of August 4, protest by a Plurality ot 27,128
vided he can get five passengers to
Votes. Elks Next.
the
take
trip.
On the inside of today's New MexiThe piano voting contest has been
can is published a part of the official
been
decided, all the votes have
commisof
of
board
county
the
report
Woman's Board of
the
counted
and
for
the
Fe
for
Santa
sioners
County
Trade has been found to be the win
July, 1905, session.
ner by a plurality of 27,128 votes, a
was
license
The following marriage
handsome margin considering tne
very
issued Tuesday evening by Probate
of the organization's princi
strength
Clerk Marcos Castillo: Miss Dolontas
in the contest, the
competitor
pal
Sanchez y
Montoya to Francisco
Elks lodge The result of the count
Chaves, both of Lamy.
up to the time the committee stopped
A perfectly formed triple rainbow
its labors late on Saturday night was
as follows: Elks, 80,024; First Cava!
of vivid colors was observed in the
southeastern sky this morning, the
ry Band, 10i; Fraternal Union of
LINE of Seasonable
arc of the principal bow extending to Made frcm pars
of America, 1.U28; Company F, N. M. X.
Woodmen
of
the
the zenith of the sky.
172;
is very complete
fi.,
World,
Woman's Board of Trade, 105,5tJ7;
There will be a special meeting of
.
.
such as Refrigerators,
g?apes. blank and defective, 1,745: The box in i
j
the Woman's Board of Trade tomorrow
PR'CC BAKING POVVDEn CO.
f
,ce
,ce
Co0'
ream
(ft
Freczcrs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
the
the
store
Gro
Winter
7
oi
grocery
night at o'clock at the library rooms.
CHICAGO.
'
ers. A fine new lineof Ham- raijjtllli IliiniMiJ. 4. 4.3111
cery Company had not been opened
Every memoer is expected to be preswhen the committee stopped Saturday
UitiU. IjXjUflg
ent as business of importance will be
jIXUj-- p
mocks, Croquet Sets. Etc.
iurim, nor nan me single ncKets trom
attended to.
lriut raised in tins section in particu the other boxes been counted. Tues
A fine and large assortment of Nav
lar and in New Mexico mountain val day evening the v inter box was op
alio blankets has just been received at
leys and plains in general, cannot b eneu ana ine count ironi it was as
L
Ciold's Old Curiosity Shop, corner San
FRUIT JAR TOPS. NEWEST
Tnufactur
4f J beaten anywhere around I his great follows:
Woman's Board of Tra.
MARKETAND
Francisco Street and Burro Alley, of American continent.
BEST
0N
The Stewart Iron Works Compan) )
49,500; Elks, 52,003. The single ballots
all sizes and exquisite designs. Read
in a total of 7,742 for ilu
N. Salmon
resulted
is
'
the
I
contemplating
CINCINNATI, OHIO
jS "ta:0MBl
the advertisement in another column erection of a hrsl class
..
II
J WIiomp lVtue
the HiEhest Award, C
Woman's Board of Trade and 3, Goo I'or
T"
bricl
The
Machine
i
herewith
U
i4
,
wasnmg
f "oiu
woriir Kuir, m. Louis, iuiu!
of
New Mexican.
business block in place of the build tne Elks. This made the grand toiai
tf-33 iii.- in..Ht
miiai f.iic you can i.uy. J
shown has no equal on the market.
I'nct Ii'kk l linn ti rt i.l table wood frace. W hy N
V. J. Leishnian has an advertise
YH
of
cast
votes
the
life
some
of the
time ago
C nut
ing destroyed by fire
during
i.t niiu now with a ntat, at- Try it and be convinced.
J
? trn. tivi- - IRON PENCE.
ment in the New Mexican calling at on Kan Francisco Street. The new contest as follows: Elks, 135,087; First
UMilll'ITUIIi."
has
he
opened .structure will add greatly to the ap- Cavalry Band, 107; Fraternal Union of
tention to the fact that
)C
T2jCJ
Iron I'luwrr Vuae. KWteva 9543? S
a tailor shou at 1215 San Francisco pearance of the street at the point of America, 1,028; Company F. N. M. X.
t .M
f) 4
1 lc.dliiiwil ill our catalogue.
C
VVa
Street. Mr. Leishnian is also a veter its location. Judge N. B. Laughlin (., 172; Woodmen of the World, 55
inarian and is prepared to attend to has the preliminary arrangements well Woman's Board of Trade, 102,81
all diseases and injuries of animals tinder way for the construction
of a )lank and defective, 2,077.
The result is a compliment to lie
Showers were heavy Tuesday after large business building on the corner
BKSS33 .ggHBHBrglWUI. liJH-- i'I.'"'
noon on the Pajarito plateau west of of Don Caspar Avenue and San Fran victor, showing us it does the number
Esuanola and San Ildefonso. The wa cisco Street, directly opposite to the of friends which the Woman's Board
ter flowed down from the cliffs In tor site of the Salmon ouilding. This is of Trade has in the citv. and ihe
rents and partly covered the Denver good work and an example that should iaci mar. ine organization is appreci
ated by the people.
and Rio Grande Railway tracks, do be followed by others.
EXCURSION.
San Juan excursion to Salt Lake
H. C. Volk, who came
lng little damage however.
here from
City via lue Denver & Rio Grande,
Train No. 7. trom the east on the Chicago some time ago and has since
fare $28.50 for the round trip. Tick
Santa Fe, due here at 9:35 last night been the manager of the Sunnyslope
ets on sale August 14th. Final re
was delayed by wasnouts in Kansas Ranch on the southern edge of the
LOCAL TIME TABLE,
turn limit September 1st.
and did not arrive until 1 o'clock mis city, has a garden that, is as fine as
ARRIVE.
F. H. M'BRIDE, Agt.
auernoon. Trains from the west are any to be seen in the Territory. He
No. 721
12:01
M
in.
S.
p.
G. P. a.
2 today
.HOOPER,
No.
on
time.
toabout
to
office
Only a
New
Mexican
the
brought
arriving
:1( p. n
from the west was one hour late. day a cucumber which is an oddity, No. 72S
9:40 n. m.
Santa Fe Central and Denver & Rio both as to s'ze and to shape. It ie No. 725
DEPART.
Grande were on time.
about thirty inches in length and has
No. 720
10 a. m.
Richard C. Ruoer, of the Mounted grown in the form of a loop. The No. 722
4:20
p. m.
is
a
firm
flesh
and
of
tender
and
good No. 724
Police, arrived Tuesday from Pueblo
7:30 d. ra
with Ramon Chacon, who escaped flavor. Mr. Volk also had another cu
on
No. 720 connects with No. 2 east- from the labor gang on the Scenic cumber with him that was thirty-twyound.
In
inches
a
and
coiled
like
length
Highway in October, 1903. The pris
No. 722 connects with No. 1 W6Rt
oner was turned over to the authori snake coils Itself. The two attracted
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west
OTTO RET8CH, Prop.
considerable
attention.
ties of the Territorial penitentiary to
bound.
Partly cloudy tonight and tomorrow
serve the remainder of his sentence of
No. 1 stops at all stations.
with local thuu'der showers seems to
in
Imprisonment at that institution.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy Regular Meals Have Been
be a familiar expression. That is the
to Albuquerque to discharge passen
D. S. Lowltzki has a new. advertise- forecast for New
Reduced to Twenty-fiv- e
Mexico, with warmer
ment in the New Mexican which will weatner in tne soutiiern
from Santa Fe.
gers
on
portion
Phone 26.
Cents.
Mr. Lowitzkl has a
A. J. BISHOP, Acting Agent.
pay to read.
Western Colorado will be
Thursday.
office.
large and fine line of furniture, generally fair, and the eastern part
Catron
ticket
City
block, Mt
stoves and ranges, besides a complete
cloudy tonight and Thursday. The
Short Orders Will be a Spec
line of house furnishing supplies. maximum
temperature in Santa Fe
When in need of anything In that line
ialty at all Hours of the
yesterday was 70 degrees at 3:15
call at his store and note the extreme o'clock
in the afternoon, the minimum
low prices and the fine grade of the was 53 at C o'clock in the
Day.
morning and
goods.
the mean was 64. The relative humid
Effective Sunday. September II, 1904.
The Only Place in the City Which
Deputy Sheriff Jose L. Lopez has ity was G6 per cent and there was .01
Bound
;outh
an
North Bound Keecs and Uses Fresh Ranch Egga,
of
inch
of
a
issued the following licenses for one
precipitation, tangible
V 17 Vaars FimiJuim
Talahona
Fine Homemade Batter and Nu
year: Akers & Townsend, Santa Fe, esult of the "local thunder showers.' Nu 1 Mi
Stations.
Alt! No
(i o'clock this morning the tempera
At
one gaming table,
01; Evaristo
tritious Homemade Bread.
umca at txcnan ctumas
11.00 p
..Santa Ke.. .Arr 7,0001 4.30 p
Santa Fe, one gaming table, ure was 59 degrees.
..Douaciaua... " 6,650 4.10 p
to Eat.
Place
The
' 6,400 3 .45 p
1.45 p
Blunca..
$201; John
Pnueger,
Lamy, retail
.Vega
The general opinion expressed
by a U.I r
...Kennedy... . "" 6,050! 3.10 n
liquor dealer, $101; Juan Ortiz, Galis-teo- , tourists who visit the Capital City of 2 45 n
Clark...
6,125
" 6.370 ? u PV Catron Block East Side Plaza.
retail liquor dealer, $101; Nicolas the "Sunshine Territory" is that there 3.30 p
....Stanley
4. W p
. .Moriarty ... " 6,250! 1.20
John
merchant,
Golden,
$11;
Montoya,
' 6,175! 12.45 pi
is no other place in the country which 6.30 p
. .Mcintosh, ..
pi
6 55 p
...Estaneia ... " 6,140 1Z. 2U p
Dendahl, Santa Fe, merchant, $11; has the excellent climate and beauti
"
...
i.M
....Willard
p
6,125ill.l5
p
Capital Coal Yard, Santa Fe, mer- ful scenery of Santa Fe. Many who 4 .50 p
. .Progresso... " 6,210110. 45
"
7.20
....
Kianca
6.2JS
10.25
a
p
chant, $11.
take advantage of the free side trip 8.10 p Arr ... Torrance.. Lve 6,475 D.40 a
Feed Stable In Connection.
On Saturday last, Sheriff J. L. Lo- from Lamy, with the inention of
pez sold a lot of four and six inch spending a day or so in the Capital,
a
noonoiTC .d. Ul IMCrUMiMM A M.'i OFFICE.
Connecting at Santa fe, N. M., Tiio
i
I wish to respectfully inform
iron pipe amounting to about 10,000 before proceeding on their way, make the Denver & Rio Grande
P.. R. for all
the People of Santa Fe and sur
feet, under execution to satisfy a arrangements to stay for weeks. points 1b Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Mon
judgment obtained by the County of One Pennsylvania!! who was in the tana, Washington and the Great North- - rounding: country that I have
Santa Fe against the Cochiti Gold city lately made the remark that he est.
Opened a Merchant Tailor Easi
The had spent his summers in California
ness
at 123 San Francisco St.
Mining Company for taxes.
Connecting at Torrance for all points
amount obtained was $300 and the pipe for a number of years and had never
Sadie's and Gent's Garments
and
west
with
east
Lim
Golden
State
was purchased by N. S. Torres and been in Santa Fe until this summer.
Perfectly Cleaned or Dyed and
Thomas DeLallo. The pipe will be He says that the Impression made by lted trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pullman
Beautifully Pressed.
reserved
berths
wire.
by
used for Irrigating the Torres ranch the people and the climate was so
Yours Truly
For rates and Information aaCrasa
near Ortiz station. The ranch is situ- strong that next summer he Intends to
S.
.
B.
W.
LEISHMAN.
GRIMSHAW,
J.
his
ated on the Galisteo River and the bring
entire family to the Capital
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
anta Fa. N. M
water will be taken from the San and remain for the summer.
ior Family Use.
General
Imported and Native-Wine- s
Agent,
Lazarus Spring for irrigation.
The lack of suitable residence hous Special to the NewPassenger
Old Crow, McBrayer,
OUR SPECIALTIES
Mexican.
John F. Wielandy, owner of one es in the Capual City is sorely felt.
Subscribe for the New Mexican and
Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old Jordan and Mono,
ot the prettiest and best kept orchards A great many people come to the city get all the latest and best news.
Ky , Whiskies.
gram,
EXCURSION
RATES
in the southwest, in the south part of with the expectation of staying, but
SAN FRANCISCO STREET, SANTA
this city, has presented the New hen they are unable to secure a suit- EAST.
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Mexican with a basket of apricots able home they go to Albuquerque,
Herewith are some bargains offeree
averaging 4 4 ounces each in weight. Las Vegas and other cities in the
The food Is not only very large, but Territory. All who come here say by the New Mexican Printing ComThe Santa Fe Central
of the finest of flavor and of very mat they would raiher live in Santa pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
handsome appearance.
Railway Company in
To be sure, re .nan any of the other towns in the Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
Mr. Wielandy is a gardener and
'territory but accommodations are so bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
connection with the
par excellence, but results scarce that they cannot find it con- Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
on his. orchard show what can ue venient to remain.
GREAT
During the past Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt
done in Santa Fe and the surrounding week there have been a number of ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
ROCK ISLAND SYTFM.
valleys by proper attention and work. families in the city looking for com- Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
A visit to Mr. Wielandy's orchard is fortable cottages for homes, but have and
Excursions rates east.
Spanish phamphlet, $2.25; full
xrm-m- j.
'
a rare treat, and will convince any not met with success. It behooves the leather
Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
$3;
For
rates
to
all
low
man who knows anything about hor- citizens of Santa Fe to get together
Pocket Docket single, $1.25; two or
cot- ticulture and fruit raising, that the and have several comfortable
points in the east this
more books $1 ach; New Mexico Susummer call or address !
preme Court Reports, Nos. S to 10, Inclusive, delivered at publishers price,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Mends
S. B GRIMSHAW,
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
shattered nerves. Givesahealthy
Mexico
New
of
60c; Money's Digest
General Passenger Agent.
red to pale cheeks. Puts good
Reports, full sheep $6.50 delivered:
flesh on thin children. Takes off
full list school banks.
Day Telepone 35.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
pimples, rashes. Ask your doc-t- or
I. B. Hanna. Res. 113, Johnson
Mrs.
at
L Tal. 142
nlanta
and
tell
it.
Sundays
to
A "WANT AD" will bring results.
you abou?
m
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SANTA FE ROUTE

IS YOUR CHANCE

few more days left to get Raspberries
at prices low enough to Can
and Preserve.

Home Grown Fresh Fruits now
Market.
Poultry Every Wednesday and Friday.

Plaza Restaurant

o

Primrose Butter

s.

H.

Santa Fe Central Bail'y

Seal Packages.

pune

& CO.

TIME TABLE

Lu-rer-

.

J. L. VAfI ARSDELL

.

Hacks and Baggage

MORE WAR

'

P. F. HANLEY

Guck-enheim-

er

FE

DUDROW

& MONTENIE

Undertakers and
Embalmers

Ayers

All

r

Sursaparilla.

Dtidrow's Office Building.

the New Drinks, and the Latest Sundaes Served From a 20th Century Sanitary
Fountain. Absolute Purity Guaranteed. I invite Inspection
of my Fountain at all times

IRELAND'S PHARMAO

SanU Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, Aagtfst 2, 1905.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS

BETTER PAY FOR TEACHERS.

Instruction
Hiram Hadley Writes an Open
Letter on This Subject.

Superintendent

His Master's Voice.'

WHY NOT GET THE VICTOR
Machine
The
Prize-Winn- ing

"to" $16
$J5According
to Stvle

brought to vonr own
mule of the park ami K
and quests? The
of
yonrs.-lporch or parlor for the entertainment
Not
only the music
more.
hut
this
all
nobble,
Iv
Victor, nut on makes
rJ.-n-

Why not have the

f

and the living voice
of the worlds neatest eoneert hands and orchestras
of every sort s
entertai.ui.ent
best
the
but
of the greatest
solos
and d nets; comic
selections: instrumental solos vocal
available-ba- nd
r.

records; dance records; ministrel records:
of titles to choose from.
ands

talks; quartets; descriptive
chimes; whistling ,olos; etc.,

etc-thous-

If you are interested, by all means
send for our complete record and
illustrated machine catalogs we'll bo
i' ad to send them free of all cost to
I

vou.

Records, 50c. and $J. each;
$5. and $10. by the dozen.
AS A BUSINESS BHIjMEU TljE VICTOR
HAS
Write us toda-

THE

y-

NOV-regar-

KNIGHT-CAMPBE-

EQUAL

JSIO

our SPECIAL PIIOI'OSITIOX.

ding

MUSIC COMPANY

LL

(The Largest Music Concern in Colorado)
1635-27-29-3-

California St.

1

DENVER, COLORADO
The Lar gp&t Talking Machine Dealers in the West.

Low Rates
Superior Service
SUMMER TOURIST TICKETS
From Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo

tor

St. Louis
Buffalo

.

St. Paul

$28.50 Chicago
. 57.75 Detroit

.

.

.
.

.

.

Minneapolis

.

.

$33.50

.
.
.

31.50 Boston
31.50 Montreal

,

.
.

.

46.35
73.50
58.50

COUitKSl'OXDIXGLY LOW KATES FIIOM ALL

MINTS

COLORADO
On sale daily until October Ut

return limit October 31st,

via

Electric
Fans and
Electric
Lights.

a la

WAJTS
WANTED A good
Plaza Restaurant.

cook.

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law,
Santa Tp,
New

Apply

H ANNA

rags. For
WANTED Clean cottuu
...... An -a Tunind
win
a short time we ...ill

M

a

co.

& SPENCER,
Offices Oritur Block.

u

Kail-roa-

d

Dit-tri-

d

May 29. 1M05. Notire ia hereby given that, on
Mav 8. W05. the Commission' of the General
Land Office. I.v direction of the Sectetury of

the Interior.released the following described
areas in New Mexico from the teuptirary

18

13

14

15

1S

17

18

1U

81

88

3

84

546

88

87

88

8U

30

31

FRATERNAL

I
9

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. and A. M
communica
Regular
tion first Monday of
each month at Masonir
Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
CLINTON J. CRANDALL, W. M

ALAN R. McCORD,

Secretary.

St.nta Fe Chapter No. 1
R. A. M. Regular con
vocation second MonJav
?n each month at Masou
'c Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. V
fHUR SELi: jIAN, Secretary.
Fe Commandery No
T. Regular conclavu
fourth Monday in eacn
month at Maonle Hall. :
7:30 p. m. W. E. GRIFFIN, E. C.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.
1, K.

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

Sauta Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights ol
Pythias. Regular meeting every Tues

day evening at 8 o'clock, Castle Hall,
corner of Don Gaspar Avenue and Water Street. Visiting Knights given r.
cordial welcome.
FREDERICK SIEGNER, C. C.
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. 8.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
Jm

F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
neets every Friday evening in Odd
ellows, Hall, San Francisco Street.
Visiting brothers vel erne.
FREDERICK MULLER, N.
B. P. O. ZLK3.

Santa Fe Lod No. 460, B. P. O. IT,
holds its regular serslon on the second
and fourth Wednesdays ci each month.
Visiting brothers are invited and welO. C. WATSON, B. R.
come.
A. J. Fischer, Secretary.
FRATERNAL UMON.

New Mexico.
District Attorney, Luna County.

tht

n

x

2-- 5

1

Santa Fe Lodge No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America
Regular meetings
first and third Mondays in each momth
at 8 o'clock p. m.. Knights of Pythias
Hall, Don Gacpar Avenue. Vlsitin
fraters welcome.
II. B. BACA,
Fraternal

Mast'

DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
MAGGIE G. MONTOYA. Treasurer.

Supplies for Notaries Public for sale
by the New Mexican Printing

1

for children in a term of two months
than the poor one can In six months.
The former inspires, arouses thought,
starts pupils properly, and wakes up
mind; the latter dulls perception, deadens interest, and induces hatred and
contempt for school.
For our own advantage and to compel the respect of other portions of our
great nation, we must educate our people. To do this good teachers must
be employed. The superintendent of
public instruction is receiving a great
number of letters from apparently well
qualified teachers residing in the
states who desire to come to New
Mexico.
If our own teachers do not
want to attend institutes and become
better qualified, we can easily import
some.
HIRAM HADLEY.

G. A. COLLINS,
iorth. Knmre two 121 East. Sections twenty
:tHj incliisite: all of
five 12.1 to thirty-siCivil and Irrigation
2B
Engineer,
Tow nship twenty-siNorth, limine three
2
worm
twenty-seveU. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
y) hast: township
1.
:t
115
fifteen
Sections
East.
'.ange three
Concrete Construction.
sixteen Ii6. ana nineteen 19 to thirty-si2h
1.36
twenty-si- x
250
inclusive; township
San
Francisco St Santa Fe, N. M.
rtf,rth. Kaiiita four 141 Knst. Sections five 15
seventeen 17 to twenty (20), and
to eight
VM inclusive:
2M) to thirtv-tw- o
tueiitv-Mlii- e
Architects.
(27) North Kantre
Township twenty-seve- n
o;
i
to
nections
sixteen
four (4) f.ast.
HOLT A HOLT.
twenty-one- .
(21), and twenty-eigh- t
(2) to
(1(6) Inclusive; Townships nil eteen
thirty-si- x
Architects and Civil Engineers.
(21). Range
(IV). twenty (20) anil twenty-on- e
one (1) West, sections tnree (.i) to ten uw.
Maps and surreys made, buildings
(27) and construction work of
(22), twenty-seve- n
(15) to twenty-tw- o
all kinds
thirty-fou(34)
inclusive; Township
to
twenty-thre- e
(2.1) rortn, Kanife one (I) west
planned and superintend..
Offlce,
o
Sections one (1) to twenty-tw(22), twentyMonoya Ball J lag, Plasa, Las Vegas
(.14) inclusive; lown-shiseven (27) to thirty-fou- r
twenty-fou- r
(20 North, Range one (I) Phore 14.
(.tt
West, sections nineteen (IS)) to tiurty-Bi- x
n
VERE O. vVALLINGFOISD,
Inclusive; all of withdrawn lauds in Tow
e
twenty-onnineteen
(lit) twenty '20)
ships
Architect
(21) and twenty-tw- o
(zai norm, naueregtwo
(3) three :) and four 4 west, all of the New
First National Bank Block,
Mexico Principal Meridian. W. A. RICHARDS. Commissioner.
Albssaenjae, N. kf
Approved: E. A.
HITCHCOCK, Secretary of the Interior.
R. M. NAKE,
x

x

n

x
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MUTUAL BUILDING
LOAN ASSOCIATION
Will assist yon to

Own Your Own Home
your own landlord.

R. T. CRICHTON,
SANTA VS.
QBIFF1H RLOCK,

Architect and Builder.
POPULAR GAMES
Nw Mexico.
Of all kinds at "The Club," where SanU Te
be
will
Best
treated
you
always
fairly.
E.
E.
Palace: Charles
Doll, Charles
Hoban, Denver; Frank A. Hubbell, H. brands of cigars and refreshments
H. F. Bresler, served at the gaming tables.
(5. Coss, Albuquerque;
New York City; Mrs. A. M. Black well,
Charles Blackwell, Miss Jane Black-wel- l,
D. &. R. G. SYSTEM
Miss Marjory Holland, St. Louis;
iiss Wilcoxson, Jefferson Wilcoxson,
Santa Fe Branch.
TIME TAILE.
Carollton, Missouri; John H. Riley,
Colorado Springs; H. I Waldo, Las
Effective November 7th, 1904.
Vegas; Mrs. H. L. Waldo, Miss Helen
AST BODD
W8T ROritD
Waldo, Kansas City.
Claire:
Benjamin Spitz, Kansas Ho. 426. UILH
No425
Stations
Morion C. Miller, Secretary
City; A. C. Frith, wife and daughter,
Fe..
.Lv.
11:00a
.Santa
S:.Klp
....0..
...Ar.,
Ida Grove, Iowa; Anna C Krohn,
:51 p ...34..
.Espanola. . ...Lv.. l:26p
12:26.d
bmbudo
Taos; T. C. Burgdorfer, Mrs. S. Shil- 2:11 p ...S3..
" .. 11: p
.Barranca
...61..
MilO.
80p
ling, San Antonio, Texas; E.
4:02 p ...81...
.Servllleta.. .. " .. 10:29p
Fort 4:32 p ...91...
.Tret Piedras. ' .. 10:00 l)
ler. El Rito; J. E. Bergman,
uSS
" .. 8:10
.Antonlto
Stanton; A. E. Baird, New York City. 8:30 pp ..12S...
" .. 8:41pp
.Alamosa
..153...
.. 12:40 p
.Pueblo
Normandie: M. L. English, Hipolito 30 a ..287...
4:22
.Colo. Spring.
.. 11:07 p
Martinez, Juanila Martinez, Dolores; 7:20 aa ..331...
Lv.. 8:30 p
..408... Ar. Denver
Mrs. Sidney Brown, Galesburg, 111.;
Walter B. Cannon, Las Vegas.
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.
Connections.
A PLEASANT EVENING
Can be spent at The Club" with
At Antonlto for Durango, Sliverton
Courteous and Intermediate points.
associates.
gentleman
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
treatment is accorded to all whether
via e therthe standIntermediate
you spend a cent or not The best ard gauge linepoints
via La Veta Pass or the
brands of cigars and refreshments al- narrow gauge via Salida,
making the
ways on hand.
entire trip In day light and passing
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
It Is an admitted tact that real es- also for all points on Creede branch.
S. K. HoorsB, G. P. A.,
tate, financial men ana merchant all
103 Palac Avenue.
Denver Colo.
are
results
ana
that
best
quickest
ety
A.
S.
obtained by advertlalnt i
Barney,
Nlr
11
Traveling Passenger Agent I
If extra a
ARRIVALS.

One Fare Plus $2.00.

limit August 19.
Detroit an,l return, August
limit Sept. 5.
Kansas City and return August
. Kielimond. Vu., ami return Sept.
Sept. 21.
4
; final limit,
Philadelphia, Pa., and return Sept.
October 5.
12-1-

3;

27-2-

8;

7-- 8,

13-1-

DOUBLE DAILY THROUGH

SERVICE

From Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo to Kansas
City and St. Louis, making direct connections at Union
stations for all points East and South.
Tullman standard sleeping cars reclining chair cars;
seats free. Through tourist sleeping cars to Kansas City,
St. Louis and Chicago.

II. B. KOOSER,
&

j,

"'.

T.

II. GINET, JR.,

P. A.,

1700 Stoat Street, Denver, Colo.

T. P. A.,

.

N

and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.

CALL AND SEE OUR LIST OF
PROPERTIES FOR SALE

Opportunities

!

Pay your
A Loan
Association and thus pay for your
home.
The Association has on hand u.oney
to loan on desirable property.
call on r address
Vnr
nurtlculers
i
1w
the secretary,
P,e

rent into the Building

AND REALTY CO.

Sprrial Excursion Rotm

Q.

MAX KAULTER, Secretary.

Attorney-at-Law- .

withdrawals made on September I. I9UX,
January 17. lflUS, for forest reserve purposes,
and restored to settlement'nu the vacant pito'
He lands, not otherwise reserved, therein
anil
the said lands so restored to settle.
Osteopathy.
ment on May t. 1905. w ill become subject to
usual
entry, tilling and selection, under the Office
DR.
CHARLES A. WHEELON,
restrictions, at the United States Land 1MB :
at Santa He, New Mexico, on Ootober 2,
Osteopath.
North, Range
in Tow nship twenty-thre- e
No. 103 Falace Avenue,
One 111 East, Sections two 2 to eleven 11
and fourteen lH to eighteen IX inclusive:
Successfully treats acute aid chronic
41 North, Kauge one
Township tw enty-foEast. Sections two i to eleven u I, lour-teediseases without drugti or
J
23
e
1, and tw enty-si14 to twenty-thremedicines.
26 to thirty-fiv- e
inclusive; Township
25
twenty-fiv- e
North, Kunee one 111 East,
No charge for consultation.
e
J
twenty-threto
Sections
thirteen IIS)
pit
ing.
JH1 to thirty-fiv- e
inclu Hours: 2 m.,
'Phone 16.
p. m.
and and twentv-siAfter considerable experience
1261 North. Kanire
sive: Township twenty-si- x
one
to twelve 12
observation, it is my deliberate judg- one ll hast Sections twentv-sifail North
Civil Engineers and Surveyors.
Township
ment that a good teacher can do more inclusive:
Kang-- tw o J2 Knst, Sections one U to fifteen
I

S

11

30

A. W. POLLARD,

and Deming

1

4
1(

rtsri

7

x

8

M. REAL,,

Paln.ce Avo
CHEAP Several pairs OPlco, Sena Block.
and 8 columns, with
WILLIAM H. ri. LLEWELLYN,
metal side and end sticks, complete, at
M.
Attorney at Law,
New Mexican office, Santa Fe, N.
Las Crtices, Hew Mexico.
District Attorney foi Dona Ana,
r airp HOTEL RESTAURANT.
We can take a few more table Otero, Grant, I.nna and Sierra Coun
boarders at J5 per week. First class ties Third Judicial District.
meals; quick service; polite waitressCHAS. F. EASLEY.
es; elegant coffee. Special rates for
dinners only.
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law,
New Mexico.
StJita Fe, 00 YOU WANT TO BUY OR SELL
If you do we can Laad and Mining Business a Specialty.
A NEWSPAPER?
fix you out, by our quick metnoa. u
T. Tennant & Co., N. Topeka. Kans.
E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney at Law,
LEARN TELEGRAPHY and
Practices in the District and Su
accounting, 50 to $100 a month. preme Courts. Prompt md careful at
under
Salary assured our graduates
tention given to all business.
bond. Our six schools the largest in
Attorney f;r tha Counties of
railroads.
all
endorsed
by
America and
Rio Arriba, TaoB and So
Santa
Fe,
of
Write for catalogue. Morse School
Juan.
Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
Buffalo,
Ohio,
Cincinnati,
Telegraphy,
La
Georgia,
New York, Atlanta,
EDWARD C. WADE,
Crosse, Wisconsin, Texarkana, Texas,
Attorney at Law,
San Francisco, California.
Practices in All the Courts
"Mining Cases and Mineral Patents a
ARE YOU GOING TO TAOS?
Specialty."
I will meet all trains at Servilletta
New Mexico.
N. M., to carry passengers to Taos on Las Cruces
and after July 10, 1905.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
J. H. DUNN
Attorney at Law,
for Second Judicial
Attorney
(District
(Homestead Entry No. 0,029.)
District.)
Notice for Publication.
Practices in the District Courts and
Department of the Interior, Land Of
the
Supreme Court of the Territory,
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., July 19th,
also before the United States Supreme
1905.
Notice is hereby given that the fol Court in Washington. Albuquerque,
lowing-namesettler has filed notice Nev Mexico.
of his intention to make final proof
A. B. RENEHAN,
in support of his claim, and that
said proof will be made before the
Practices in the Supremo and Disregister or receiver at Santa Fe, N. trict Court. Mining jnd Land Law u
M., on August 24, 1905. viz.:
Specialty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena BuildTeodoro Vianueva, for the SE
ing, Palace Avenue, S..t;ta Ue, '.J. M.
section 11, T 13 N, R 9 E.
He names the following witnesses
EMMETT PATTON,
to prove his continuous residence up
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
on and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Box 96.
Roswell, New Mexico.
Marcos.
Juan Madril, Juan Ortega,
Offlco Over Citizen's National Bank.
Anaya, all of Galisteo, N. M., and Nie
olas Tenorio, of Palma, N. M.
G. W. PRICHARD,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
Register
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
TOOTICE OK KKSTUKATION OF PUBLIC
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
111
LANDS TO SKTTLKMENT ANUOTKV
DKPARTMKNT OK THK 1NTKKIOK. (iKN' Offlco Capitol Building, SanU Fe, N.M.
KRAI. I, AMI OKFICK. Washington. I). 0.
FOR SALE
of chases, C,

7

Attorney at Law,
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico.

New Mexican.

fliur

1'udh Wed

Sun

Attorneys at Law.

BENJAMIN

Apply

A new piano.

FOR RENT

'f hone

6.

1905 cAugust. 1905

at Law.

Attorney

ico Empi oumeni Bureau

carte.

G. W. F.

Editor New Mexican:
1
have read notices of a probable
scarcity of teachers in some portions
of New Mexico, and I am prompted to
say a few words for the public.
New Mexico, in common with some
oilier portions of the country, is facing
a condition that does not look well for
educational interests.
The great activity in all commercial
enterprises during the past quarter of
a century, and the consequent inducements for young people of both sexes
to connect themselves with these, have
caused in many places a dearth of
The wages of
qualified teachers.
teachers, largely dependent as they
are upon the voluntary liberality of
the people, have not kept pace with
the wages in other vocations. As a
consequence, both the supply anil the
competency of the teachers employed,
The question of
have decreased.
teachers' wages is attracting national
attention. Far seeing business men
are recognizing the fact, that teachers'
wages must be made more attractive,
or young men and women of ability
will seek oilier vocations.
In New Mexico the condition of being "long" on children and "short" on
taxable property exists. Hut it rests
with the people to choose what they
will do about educating their children.
Existing laws, whilst not perfect, are
sullicient to give good school advantages to most of the children in New
Mexico, if the people are willing to
pay the bills. There is no compulsion
about this matter. The people must,
decide the question.
in addition to a' territorial tax of
two mills, income from leased lands,
fines, etc., every board of school directors is empowered to levy a tax of
five mills for school purposes, and by
an affirmative vote of the people of a
district, this levy r.iay be increased to
ten mills. The " ople elect the boards
of directors ar.d the directors levy the
tax. Hence the people are responsible
and the must decide whether they
prefe- - to pay for good schools or do
r, ithout them.
From some portions of the Territory,
complaints reach the office of public
instruction
concerning
inadequate
school facilities. When these are examined, it is frequently found that the
assessment for school purposes is very
low. J ii such eases the people alone
are to blame. They decide what they
can afford to pay for, and they must
abide by their own decision.
In a new country, to set in motion
and to keep going the various elements
of an enterprising civilization requires
heavy taxes. Most progressive citizens believe that true economy demands that no matter what else may be
permitted to drag, the education of
their children must not suffer. Hut,
the people must decide. They can employ unqualified, cheap teachers and
have correspondingly poor schools, or
they can puisne the opposite course.
For the greater part, the teacher is
the most important factor in making
the school. A teacher who has not enterprise and ambition sufficient to induce him to attend the institute for
the purpose of being able to do better
work, is rarely deserving of public
confidence, and should not be intrusted with the responsible duty of teach-

HOTEL

Dining
Cars.
Meals

of Public

For

Investment
'Phone No.

158.

f
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE
OF COUNTY COMMIS
SIONERS OF SANTA FE COUNTY
FOR THE JULY, 1905, SESSION.

OFFICIAL
BOARD

0a

Santa Fe,

N. M.,

July

3, 1905.

(Continued from Yesterday.)
The board met as a board of county
commissioners ana transacted me loi- owing business:
The city council called on the board
and asked for a donation to help pay
for the breakwater on the north bunk
of the Santa Fe River between Delga-dStreet and Don Gaspar Avenue.
The board not having any available
funds took the matter under adviseLOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO ment.
Petitions for public roads in pre
cinct No. 22, Ortiz, and precinct No. J,
Pojoaque, were read and the road or.
oereu opened, tne matter oeing n
ferred to Commissioner Jose Inez Rov
PORTLAND, OREGON
bal.
J lie treasurer and collector was or
dercd to strike from the rolls th
property of Rev. Paul H. Silverton, i
being church property.
The jury boxes for the selection
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIEGO and Return
jurors were ordered purchased.
l tie oon a oi Apoionio Komero,
u
Every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
constable in precinct No. 20, was ii
proved.
For full particulars regarding: rates and routes call on any agent of
The report of Robert C. Ewing, rout
.supervisor was reaa ana placed on
o

and
return

$38.45

43.45

7

- .
r ..
T,., ..l n,i
uir year
mills, or
on La h
of taxable property.
me iollowing special levies were
.nude:
Special county:
"i annual bounty on sheep, eat- :le, horses, burros, etc., only, 1 mi
i merest
on school bonds district
No. ;,, in district No.
only, 1 mill
in.eiest on school bonds districts
Nos. 7 and 27, in districts Nos. 7 and
it, only, 5 mills.
Total special lew for county.
nills.
Special territory:
Cattle indemnity fund on cattle on
ly, 2 mills.
Sheep sanitary fund on sheep only,
mills.
Total territory special levy 7 mills.
(Concluded Tomorrow.)
2

$"

GO

EAST
"VIA
The Old Reliable Route

The Santa Fe
FAST TIME

ELEGANT EQUIPMENT
Harvey Serves the eals

$48.75.

Call on or address the undersigned for

$36.90.

The Santa Fe

W. J. BLACK, G. P. A.,
Topeka, Kansas.

rA J. BISHOP, Acting

The board then adjourned as
hoard of county commissioners
and
lnt as a board of equalization.
rue tax returns ior iaos were again
tanen up, examined and approved with
the following exceptions:
The exemption on $50 asked for
Harry Motley was allowed.
1 he assessment of
Jose Antonio
Anaya on personal property was finally
fixed at. $1,445.
The exemption on $200 asked for by
Francisca R. de Wright was allowed.
The assessment of the Capital Co;
Yard on merchandise was finally fixed

Agent

Santa Fe, N. M.

ORMS! VERMIFUGE!
Host in Quantity.

Best in Quality.

iSmimfi

For 20 Years Has Led all Worm Remedial.
SOX.X9 BY AIjIj DRUGrGrlSTS.
,

JAMES F. BALLARD, St. Louis.

n
u

e

W.J. BLACK,

Sis tin

'Scenic Line of the World."

and Quickest Line to Denver, Pueblo and
Shortest
Springs, and all Colorado Points.
at Denver with All Lines East and
West. Time as Quick and Rates as Low as by

Valuable Surgical Instrument
Baggies (taking a suspioloas-lookinbottle from his son's valise)
I thought that there was
nothing bat
surgical Instruments In this bae?
Young Baggies That's what I said.
dad.
Old Baggies Then what do you call
thisT
Young Baggies That? Oh, that's
my
dad; very useful instru-men- t,
very; couldn't get along wlthomt
it any way.
Old

g

eye-opene-

Not What He Expected.
"And now," said Willie, throwing
ine assessment ot N. Salmon on aside the garden hoe, "and now, papa.
merchandise was finally fixed at $4,000 where is the
golden reward and rich
Ihe assessment of J. H. Gerdes on recompense you
promised me for hoemerchandise was nnally Axed at ing out the weeds
in the garden
$4,500.
patch?"
The assessment of the vagner Fur'You wil find it In the mental
niture Company on merchandise was faction of a duty well done," satis
replied
finally fixed at $1,300.
papa. And thus was another budding
The assessment of Paul Wunsch-manlove for work
by the theories
on personal property was finally of the idealists."spoiled
lixed at $220.
The assessment of A. B. Renehan on
Out of Season.
real estate was finally fixed at $1,575
Mrs. Hi TJppe "Dear, did you see
and on personal property at $230. The any of those fine old aqueducts while
exemption on $2u0 asked for was al- you were in Italy?"
lowed.
Mrs. New-Ric"Never seen a duck.
The assessment of L. a. mignes on And while we was
riding across Ger
was
real estate
finally fixed at $3,500. many we kept- a lookout for some of
The assessment of Charles C. Catron them German
peasants, but I never
on real estate was finally fixed at Men such a
scarcity of fowl no place."
nt

$500.

$5,519.

The assessment of T. O. Catron on
real estate was finally fixed at $28,922.
The assessment of A. Staab on real
estate was finally fixed at $13,250 and
on personal property at $3,075.
The assessment, ot Charles Closson
on real and personal property was
finally fixed at $1,950.
C. W. Fay was assessed on personal
property, $100.
It. W. Berry was assessed on person
property, $100.
T he assessment
oi George W. Hie
ox on real estate was finally fixed at

Pullman Sleepers, Dining ICars.
Tourist Cars, Chair Cars
No tiresome delays at any
station.

Each

In

His Own Way.

MAXWELL SHAN'T
FARiG

These farming lands with perpe tual water rights are now
being offered for sale in tracts of forty ac res and upwards.
Price of land
with perpetual water rights from $17 to $25 per acre,
according to
location. Payments may be made In ten year installments.
Alfalfa,
grains, fruits of all kinds, and su gar beets grow to perfection.

GOLD MINES.

this grant, about forty miles west of Springer N M are the
gold mining districts of Elizabeth town and
where important
mineral discoveries have lately b'een made. Claims on
unlocated
ground may be made under the mining regulations of the company
which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S.
Government
kju

B-i-

laws.
Near Raton, N. M., on this gran
Raton Coal and Coke Company, w
at good wages for any wishing to
rarming or prospecting can not bo
particulars and advertisin

The Maxwell

'

18S5.
the Cunard Steamship mills. 1890, 1891. 1892, 1893, 1897,
Line, the Od Dominion
Building fund for new county jail
Via

Steamship Company, and
the North German Lloyd
Line.

Fast

Special
Freight
Line arranged five to six
days from Chicago, Kansas
City and St. Louis.

s
line to El Paso, Mexico, and ths southwest.
The only
route to California via Santa Fa Central, El
and
Southern Pacific
Closs connections at Torrance with THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED fast
trains for all points sat and west. Service unsurpassed. Dining, Library
and Pullman Cars of t
latest sat tern. Berths reserved by wirefirst-clas-

-

TRY OUR ROUTE.

W. H. ANDREWS.

Pres.

&

S. B. GRIMSHAW,
6. F. & P.

Gen'I Manager.

A

LUPE ILERRERA, Prop. NICOLAS HERRERA, Mgr.
254 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

CHARLES UUDUDROW

LUMBER --'SASH

l.

DOORS

All Kinds of Building Material.

CORD AID STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

CEHRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything

Phore

35

Santa Fe

that Is Movable.

Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos,

Frenb Flowers all the Time!

r'resta

N

i

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

r

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.

Cut Flowers s Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decoration, Floral
Design. Telephone No. 12, P. 0. Box 457.

1

Can be obtained at the

qAL

COAL "STARID
CAPITAL
CERRILLOS and MONERO

Not a Lawyer.
Anthracite and Bituminous Coal at wholesale and ret 11. We want to
Mrs. Beauti "Why did you refuse
3 mills.
call your attention to the superior qua lity of our LUMP COA
Mr. Blackstone?"
which Is
El Camino Retil fund, one-hal- f
mill.
Miss Beauti "He's a base deceiver. screened, free from dirt and bone.
CORD WOOD. FIRE WOOD AND KINDLING, cut
ma. He nas Deen pretending to oe a
Deficiency bridge fund, one-haany desired size.
mill.
All orders will receive prompt an d careful attention. Office- - Garfield
lawyer, but he's an impostor."
Court house and jail repair fund, 2
Avenue, near A T. & S. F. Depot, 'Phone No. 85. Eanta Fe, N. M.
Mercy me! How did you find out?
mills.
When he proposed to me last night
Total for county purposes, IS
he didn't say 'whereas' or 'aforesaid'
mills.
once." New York Weekly.
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
For city taxes:
STOCKHOLDERS
MEETING.
General fund for current expenses.
KOSWKLL. NEW MKIICO.
Notice is hereby given that the reg
1 4
mills.
THE
MILITARY
annual
SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
ular
stockhold
of
the
meeting
General fund for salaries 2 mills.
ers of the Fainrlew Cemetery Associ
City water and hydrant fund 3
Established and Supported by the Territory.
ation wm be neid in the city of Santa
mills.
4
o'clock
In
Fe
at
the afternoon of
Interest on city bond Issues of 1S97
81X MEN INSTRUCTORS, alJ graduates of Standard Eastern
s.
and 1904, 3 mills.
August 2, 1905, at the office of Max.
New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comGeneral city school fund for scholas- Frost, northwest corner of the plaza,
plete; steam-heatebaths, water-workall conveniences
tic year commencing September 1, for the election of directors and for
BOARD
and
$200
TUITION,
LAUNDRY,
session. Session Is
per
the transaction of such other bnstnM
1905, 5 mills.
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
Interest on city school bonds. Issue as may legally come before it Stock
ROSWELL l a noted health resort. S,70O feet above sea level;
of 1903, 3 mills.
holders or record are especially re
Total for city purposes, 21 mills.
quested to be present.
REGENTS Nathan 'affa, W. M Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. Lea
L. A WTTomnQ
Recapitulation:
and E. A. Cahoon
Territorial purposes 17 mills.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
President
For particulars addre.
County purposes 18
C0
mils.
w WILLS0M
Secretary.
wapt.
Santa Fe, N. M., July 1, A D., 1905.
City taxes, 21 mills.
lt

2

3--

4

Col-lege-

d,

s,

a

K

U

Fruits in Season!

d.

ALFRED L. GRIMSHAW.

Traveling F. and P.

Up

Cd

Grajyt

ATTIRAISr T

2

8hrteit

are located the coal mines of the
here employment may be found
work during the seasons that
successfully done.
g matter apply to
t,

C0R0NAD0
im
CAPE IRIEST

$15,225.

THE

NEWMEXICO

dy,

BATON, NEAV MEXICO.

G.

Santa Fe Central Railway System

R EAT RAI LWAY SYSTEMS

1RI(IGATI0JV SYSTE

LAJVDS UJVDEI

The only Short Order House in the City that keeps open Day and
Night. Kansas City Meats alwaya on bard. Everything
Fresh, Neat and Clean.
Regular Meals 5 Cents.
Lodging 25 Cets,

rhe board then adjourned as
board of equalization and met as
joard of county commissioners.
Marcel ino Garcia was authorized to
mild a road across an arroyo on the
Glorieta, road, the expense not to ex
oed $25.
jesus uonzaies y uoyoai was ap
ointed road supervisor in precinct
No. 12, Canoncito.
Victor Garcia was appointed janitor
of the court house for six months.
Snaggs (bailing)
Why don't you
Communication
received bv the
board from the Santa Fe Light and help relieve the boat?
ISUNSHINB ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.'
Jaggs I am. I've lowered the jug
Water Company was referred to the
three inches.
Connecting with the E. P. & N. E. and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R. R. district attorney.
Shortest line out of Santa Fa. or New Mexico, to Chicago, Kansas Cltv 01 St Louis
The petition presented by 138 tax
Starved.
When you travel take th. payers to make a special levy of one
Hicks "I saw your wife at the op
half mill was granted and ordered era last
night. She certainly did look
laced on file.
SAFEST
BEST,
By the way, old man, you're
charming.
NEW LINK
The clerk was ordered to notify the rather
thin, aren't you?"
ANDS
mndsmen of
and Collect
"I guess I am. You see,
or George W. Knaebel to appear before weMarryat
went to housekeeping recently and
SHORTEST
he board at its regular meeting in I
arranged with my wife to give her a
October and settle the balance ditf1 certain
amount each week to provide
ROAD
he county.
for the table and buy clothes for her
The following tax levy for 1900 was self." Catholic Standard.
Fine chali cars, elegant
made:
Pullmans and Tourist cars,
For the Territory as certified
by
Politically Speaking.
cars. Auditor William
superb dining
G. Sargent:
"Mrs. Hasher," said the boarder
Territorial purposes, 15 mills.
"BEST ON WHEELS."
who is up on politics, "don't you think
Support of public schools, 2 mills you could revise the tariff on my hall-rooTickets on sale to Chicago
1'
Total for territorial purposes,
somewhat?"
Kansas City, St. Louis, E mills.
'I could," responded the landlady,
Paso and all points East.
For county purposes:
with an ominous glitter in her eye,
General fund, 5 mills.
We also
sell
tickets
and I should like to. But let me in
Court fund, 4
mills.
form you that any tariff revision on
Road fund, 1 mill.
your room will be of an upward charTO EUROPE.
Interest on bond issues of 18S2, 1884 acter." Courier-Journa-

G

A.J. BISHOP, Acting Agent
Santa Fe. N. M.

1

For illustrated aivertising matteror information,
address or apply to
S, K. HOOPER. G. P. and T. A.. Denver
A. S. BARNEY. T. P. A.. Santa Fe. N.IW.

ALL THE

!

-

other lines.

"CONNECTING

G. P. A.

Topeka, Kas.

n

On all thr mgh trains.

RATES EAST

file.

WHITE'S CREAM

eparedby

LOW EXCURSION

1-- 2

..t

Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday,

A

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone

No.

40.

BAIErS, BUTqErS!

CANNED FISH.
We have just received a shipment of
imported canned fish, which are very
nice for breakfast or lunch.
l ib. oval cans Kippered Herring, per
can 25c.
Herring in tomato, per can 25c.
round cans fresh Herring, per
can 20c- oval cans Findon Haddocks, per
can 25c.
ORANGE MARMALADE.
Orange marmalade, made in Scot- land from the Bitter Seville oranges
is much used, especially by the Eng- lish, for breakfast. We have it in
Jars, each 30c.
WATERMELONS.
We have another lot of fancy Texas
melons, rich, red and juicy.
FRESH FRUITS.
We carry everything In the line of
fresh fruit that we can get. We are
now offering cherries, raspberries,
peaches, apricots, bananas, oranges,
plums, etc.

905.

OFFICIAL MATTERS

CRUETS FREE.
We have a small shipment of Trauda
Brand olive oil, put up in half-pin- t
fancy glass cruets, with glass stoppers
which can be used on the table for oil
or vinegar, each 35c.

Month of July.

Fourteen companies filed articles of
incorporation in the office of J. W.
Raynolds, secretary of the Territory,
during the month of July, with an aggregate capital stock of $3,015,000, and
fees to the amount of $515. The names
of ithe companies, their capital stock
and the fee paid by each, Is as follows: Albuquerque Carriage Company,
capital stock $50,000, fee $25; Mount
Olive Baptist Church, of Albuquerque,
fee $5; Seaberg & Oampton Company, capital stock $5,000, fee $25;
Salazar Chemical Boiler Cleaner Company, capital stock $150,000, fee $25;
Riverside Irrigation Company, .capital
stock $50,000, fee $25; Sellers Printing Company, capital stock $20,000,

FIscSaes?6
J

HORS D'OEUVRE.
We have this appetizer, which is a
mixture of plckles anchovIes, olives,
.tb. giaS3 terriues. Very
etc ( ln
fee $25; Wicks Gulch Mining Comfancy; each 30c.
pany, capital stock $1,500,000, fee
Company,
Creamery
$150; Roswell
IMPERIAL FLOUR,
stock $10,000; fee $25; Union
capital
We ndvise lliat you Duy 0ur fine Gas and Traction Company, capital
breaJ durlng the summer, but if you stock $500,000, fee $50;
are makillg your own bread, do not Shoe Company, capital stock $20,000,
fall to buy imperial Flour, which is fee $25; Willard Town and Improvemuch the best family flour on the mar- - ment Company, capital stock $10,000,
ket- 11 ls especially adapted to bread- - fee $25; Raton Gas Company, capital
making. 50 lbs., $1.75.
stock $75,000, fee $25; Home Improvement Company, capital stock. $25,000,
fee
$25; Rosedale Gold Mining ComMEAT MARKET.
pany,
capital stock $600,000, fee $00.
for
par0ur market is headquarters
hanticular buyers of fresh meats. We
MRS. NISSET
die only fancy government inspected MR. AND
TO TAKE A LONG TRIP.
us
by express
meat, which is shipped
and which is carefully preserved from
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Nisbet, of Roscontamination after reaching us
well, left on Monday for a trip to
their native land, Scotland. The trip
is a present to them from a friend
whom they knew in Colorado twenty
years ago and who has since returned
to Scotland. Mr. and Mrs. Nisbet exturnto any in the west for
pect to be gone about three months.
Ellet-Kenda-

-

If Yoti Don't Believe It

It
Ty

Bread and Cakes.

Our facilities are are equal
is
ing out bread ana cakes: the finest quality of material

alo
used In their preparation.
men In our bakery department. Orders promPtlv filled.
employ superior work-

Wc

c

the agent for the
Santa Fe at Las Cruces, has been
L. K. Edwards,

230 San Francisco Street

One of the most substantial ranch
houses in Graut County is being erected about a quarter of a mile below the U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
smelter at Silver City. It Is being
Forecast tor New Mexico:
built by Nicholas Grenfell of adobe, cloudy tonight and Thursday withPartly
local
42
feet
be
square.
and will
thunder showers; wanner in south portion Thurspay.
For Colorado: West, generally fair;
ANOTHER ARTESIAN WELL
GUSHES NEAR ARTESIA. East, partly cloudy tonight and Thurs-

WHOLESALE GfOCES
Grain, Flour and Potatoes, Stationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers Sundries.
MAIL ORDERS.

day.

FE,

N. M
Q

JUST

RECEIVED, FINE

NEW

LINE

The C. A. P. Land and Cattle Company has just brought In a fine artea
sian well on its land southeast of
in Eddy County. The well is 946
feet in depth and flows five feet and
two inches over a
casing.
Ar-tesl-

six-inc- h

NEW YORK LOSES ITS
ANTIQUATED HORSE CARS.
The horse cars
of antiquated pattern, which have
been running on Grand Street for half
a century, went out of commission at
They will be superseded
midnight.
by the underground trolley.
New York, Aug.

Come and Make Your Sel-

ection. A Full Line of
Watches, Diamonds, Cut

2.

MARKET REPORT.

MONEY AND METAL.
New York, August 2. Money on call,
easy at 8 per cent. Prime mercantile
Silver 59.
4H' per cent.
paper 4
New York, August 3. Lead and copper firm aud unchanged.
GRAIN.
Chicago, III., August 3 Close, Wheat
Sept. 84; Dec. 86.
Corn, Sept. 53; Dec. 56.
Oats. Sept. 38; Dec 28.
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Pork, Sept. $13.60; Oct. S13.37K-Lard- ,
Sept. 87.42M; Oct. 7.52.
Ribs, Sept. 8S.17i; Oct 8 33H- WOOL MARKET.
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING.
St. Louis, Mo.. August 2. Wool, is
We make a specialty of
steady, unchanged.
and western medium, 28
and
fine medium, 23
26; fine, 13 (3 15.
Enlarging 30;Territory
Developing,t Printing
Mull Order.
Attention. Send for Catalogue
St. Louis, August 2. Spelter firmer

Glass, Leather Goods.

Sil-

verware, Novelties.

s SPITZ

MANUFACTURING JEWELER.

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
Given-Promp-

HOWLAND & CO. "SJSKEE'

H. C. Yontz

DEALER IN
Watches, Clods. Jewelry

MANUFACTURER OF

eiican Filigree

JEWELRY

and Hani Fainted China.

Repair of Fine Witches and Jewelry Work. Specialty. Nav&ho Rugs and
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
West Side Plan. Sar ta Fe, N. M.

I

have just received
a large consign

ment of

FURNITURE
also a good supply of
STOVES and RANGES
Which I am selling at
very low prices.
D.

S. LOWITZiy.

In-

55.50.

Yesterday the thermometer registered
Maximum temperature, 76
degrees, at 3:15 a. m; minimum, 53
degrees, at 6:00 a. m. The mean
temperature for the 24 hoursOU was 64cent.
Relative humidity,
per
Pre imitation 0.01 of an inch.
Temperature at 6:00 a. m. today, 59
degrees.
as follows:

WABASH RATES.
of the convention of the
at
National Educational Association
Asbury Park July 3d to 7th. the Wa
bash Railroad has put into effect a
rate of one fare for the round trip to
New York, plus $3.35 from there. This
ticket will be good either direct or
via New York City and It is optional
with the passenger to use rail or boat
line between Detroit and Buffalo and
between Albany and New York. AH
tickets routed via Wabash Railroad,
will be good for stopovers in either or
both directions at Detroit and Niagara
Falls and at New York on the return
trip. Tickets reading via Wabash Railroad will also be good between New
York and Asbury Park on steamers of
the Sandy Hook line, which arrangement will add a little salt to the trip.
These tickets will be on sale from
June 28th to July 1st Inclusive, and
will be good for return till August 31.
Phil P. Hitchcock, G. A. P. A. of the
Wabash Railroad at Denver states that
he will be pleased to answer all ques
tlons and mall literature pertaining to
the trip on request
On

Santa Fe,

fl.

JH.

Sheep receipts 5,000, strong to

10

cents

higher.

$5.25: lambs, $5 00;
Muttons, $4 00
$5.25;
$6.50; range wethers,- $4.25
fed ewes, $3.75
$4.35.
2
111.,
Cattle receipts,
Aug.
Chicago,
18,000, steady to weak.
Good to prime steers, J5.30
$5.90;
purr to medium, $3.75 (3 $5 00; stockers
and feeders, $2.50 (3 $4.00; cows, $3 50
$4.50; heifers, $2.20
$4.75; canners,
$4.00;
$1.25
$2.40; bulls, $2.40
$7.00; Texas fed steers,
calves, 83.S0
13.75
$4.75; western steers, $3.75

$4.90.

Sheep receipts 20,000, steady to higher.
Good to choice wethers. $4.50 3 $4.65;
fair to choice mixed, $4.00
$4.40;
western sheep, $4.00
$4.75; native
lambs, $4.75
$7.75; western lambs,

MRS. JOHN KOURY
T. W. ROBERTS'

SHOP
Three First Class Barbers
High Grade Shoe Shiner.
Largest & Best Tubs in City

0.

K, BARBER

ntilNKl

LIVERY STABLE LAW.
According to the Williams Livery
Stable Law, passed by the 36th Legislative Assembly and approved by Gov
ernor Otero, every keeper of a livery
stable is required to post a copy of the
law In a conspicuous place ln bit
stable. The law is for the protection
of livery stable keepers against dead
beats and persons who damage any
vehicle or Injure any animal hired
from a livery stable. The New Mexican has printed the law neatiy upon
cardboard and Is ready to fill all s
at S1.00 for each poster ia English or ln Spar lah.

IVi.lV-iIV-

SELLING CHEAP
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, BOOTS,
SHOES AND DRY GOODS.

.

Sole Agent

For.

Lemp's St. Louis Beer.

act-ju-

STOCK MARKETS.
New York, August 2. Closing stocks,
Atchison, 86!; ptd., 102; New York
Central, 140; Pennsylvania,
142;
Southern Pacific, 64; Union Pacific,
129; pfd., 98; Amalgameted Copper,
84; U. S. Steel, 34Hi ptd., 103.
LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., August 2. Cattle
receipts, 1 1,000 including 2,000 southerns
steady to 10 cents lower.
Native steers, 84.00 $5.60; southern
$4.50; southern cows,
steers, 82.65
33.50; native cows and hellers,
$2.00
$3.00
$5.25; stockers and feeders,
$2.75 C $4.35; bulls, $2.15 13 $3.75;
Legal
$6.00; western fed steers,
calves, $3.00
$5.00; western fed cows. $2.00 Spanish
$3.50
$4.00.

I

:

BUILDING SUBSTANTIAL
ADOBE RANCH HOUSE.

H. B. Cartwiight & Bro.,

GIVEN

I

SANTA FE AGENT
GOES TO HOSPITAL.

to stop work
compelled by
and has gone to the company hospital
at Topeka.

INCORPORATED

SANTA

a

-

'

PROMPT ATTENTION

1

Articles of Incorporation Filed During

No.

GROCERIES,

Atfgtfst 2,

All Kinds of Soda Water, Bottled California Champagne Cider,
Grape Fruit Champagne, Cherry Fruit Cider.
The Trade Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
Telephone No. 38.

Montezuma Avenue, Santa Fe, N M.

BE8BERE I

II
OfiEHGY
SDRHJiCE

COiW

General Agents for New Mexico of the

1

PEII

LIFE

IjMfl

of Philadelphia, and

National Surety Company Of
New York.
We also Represent a Strong Line
of Fire Insurance Companies

A- - M- General Managei.

or-der-

blanks both English and
for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.

MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
The new marriage license law re
quires probate clerks to post three
copies of the new law in conepicuou
places in each precinct The New
Mexican has printed the law neatly on
card board and Is now ready to fill orders in English or Spanish at fifty
cents for each poster. Probate clerks
should enter their orders Immediately
as the law goes Into effect on April 14.

GOLD'S
OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
WE

HAVE

JUST
RECEIVED

1900.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES VIA
D. & R. G.

Santa Fe to Denver and return$22.65.
Fe to Pueblo and return $17.65.
Santa
$7.27.
$5.75
Santa Fe to Colorado Springs and reKeep your business ever before the turn $19.65. Date of sale dally; final
public by advertising in your, bom limit October 31.'
F. T. McBRIDB. Agent
paper.

The finest and largest assortment of XAVAHO BLANKETS in
all sizes ami exquisite designs. We extend a cordial welcome to all
our patrons and visitors to inspect our new line of blankets.

SIGN OF THE ORIGINAL CART
Corner San Fraaicisco Street and Burro Alley.

